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K. C. WALTON. 
STUDIES ON THE BIOLOGY 0? THE POLECAT, PUTORIUS PUTORIUS (L) ^  
M.SC. THESIS.- 1968. 
Ho part of the vrork descrioed i n t l i i s thesis has been previously 
subiuitted for a degree i n the University of D'orha^ or any other 
i j n i v e r s i t y . The whole of the vrark was performed by the oandi-date 
except where aclaiov/ledgr^ient has been made i n the text. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Families 
S.O. Fissipedia 
1.1 Systematic position 
Polecats belong to the Order Garnivora. • V/ithin t h i s Order 
they are included i n the Family Mustelidae-v/hose position i s shown 
below following the o l a s s i f i c a t i o n of Simpson (1945)'-
0. Carnivora 
S.O. Pinnipedia 
Super Family 
Feloidea 
Felidae 
Hyenidae 
Viverridae 
Super Family 
Canoidea 
Canidae 
Procyonidae 
Ursidae 
Mustelidae 
The oldest known f o s s i l remains of mustelids are from the 
Oligocene of Europe and North America. They were not,, at t h i s time, 
sharply d i f f e r e n t i a t e d from the Viverridae. 
The Family Mustelidae i s divided i n t o f i v e Sub-familiesi 
•J 
Mustelinae (stoats, weasels, martens, polecats) 
Mellivorinae (honey-badgers) 
Melinae (badgers) 
Mephitinae (skunks) 
Lutrinae (otters) 
Many authors now use the combined generic name Mustela 
(Putorius) .... f o r polecats. For reasons of brevity only the 
name Putorius w i l l be used i n t h i s work. Following Continental 
authors (van den Brink, 1958; Ognev, 1962; and Keptner, I964) 
the species i n t h i s genus w i l l be regarded as being the following: 
Putorius putorius (L) - the Europear>-, common-, or black-
polecat. 
Putorius eversmanni Lesson. - the Asiatic-, steppe-, or 
white-polecat. 
Despite the uncertainty of i t s systematic position i t w i l l 
be convenient to add the f e r r e t to t h i s l i s t : 
Putorius furo L. - the f e r r e t (including both albino and 
dark forms). 
This work i s c h i e f l y concerned with the f i r s t of^ these 
species, namely the European polecat, Putorius putorius(L), 
although reference w i l l be made to the other two speciea where 
t h i s i s relevant. The f e r r e t i s probably derived from one or 
other (or, possibly, both) of the polecats. L i t t l e credence can 
be given to the idea of a North African o r i g i n f o r the f e r r e t as 
suggested by Cabrera (1932) on the basis of a single specimen of 
doubtful i d e n t i t y ; nor to Tetley's (1945) hypothesis that the 
f e r r e t i n B r i t a i n originated i n part from the Scottish polecat, 
a dubious sub-species based on four specimens of an animal now 
extinc t , . These matters w i l l be discussed again. 
1.2 V/orld D i s t r i b u t i o n 
The European polecat, P. putorius i s found throughout almost 
the whole of Europe, reaching i t s western l i m i t s at the Atlantic 
coasts of B r i t a i n and Spain, and extending as far as the 
Mediterranean i n the south but excluding southern Jugoslavia and 
the whole of Greece^ I n the north i t reaches only southern 
Norway and Finland but extends eastwards to the Urals and the 
Crimea. Over part of t h i s range i t s d i s t r i b u t i o n overlaps with 
that of the steppe-polecat, but the two remain separated by 
ecological factors, although hybrids do sometimes occur. A map of 
t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n was given by van den Brink (1958) but a version 
corrected f o r the Soviet Union i s shown i n Fig. 1.01 (from 
Heptner, 1964)» Unfortunately van den Brink's map shows the 
polecat i n B r i t a i n as being found only i n Scotland and not i n 
Wales, whilst.the reverse i s actually the case. Several l a t e r 
authors have perpetuated t h i s eirror. Heptner's l i n e enclosing 
B r i t a i n but excluding Ireland does not seem to be a satisfactory 
solution. The area of d i s t r i b u t i o n has been re-dravm and North-
A f r i c a has also been omitted since Owen (1964) has shov/n f a i r l y 
conclusively that there i s no native polecat i n Morocco; and 
there i s no evidence of any elsewhere i n the area. 
1.3 History i n B r i t a i n 
The polecat was once widespread i n B r i t a i n . I t has always 
been regarded as vermin and occurred regularly amongst estate 
records. I t was also trapped f o r i t s f u r . From about the middle 
of the nineteenth century numbers began to decline and the area 
.occupied by the animal was greatly reduced. Matthews (l952) 
•regarded i t as "nearly extinct" by the early years of the present 
century. Perhaps "localised" would be a better term, since i t 
has apparently always been f a i r l y common i n mid-TJales at- least. 
I t s decline i n Scotland has been graphically described by 
Ritchie (1920). 
1.4 Airns of the present study 
The polecat presents several i n t e r e s t i n g features. I t i s 
an animal wliich was once \iri.dely distributed i n Britain- but now has 
a r e s t r i c t e d rang-e. I t i s a close r e l a t i v e and possible ancestor 
of the domestic f e r r e t . I t i s an unspecialised mustelid, similar 
i n some v/ays to the stoat and weasel but much larger than either, 
and with no adaptations f o r climbing l i k e the pine-marten, 
digging l i k e the badger, or swimming l i k e the ot t e r . Lastly, 
i t bears a sup e r f i c i a l resemblance to the recently introduced 
North American minlc Mustela vison Schreber v/hich i s making destructive 
inroads i n t o the r i v e r i n e fauna at the present time. 
Because of the polecat's r e s t r i c t e d range, i t s reduced numbers 
owing to trapping, and i t s r e t i r i n g habits, l i t t l e research has • 
been carried out i n B r i t a i n on any aspect of i t s biology. 
The present work v/as imdertaken with a view to remedying 
t h i s s i t u a t i o n by discovering the 'facts of i t s l i f e - h i s t o r y . 
I t was tliereby hoped that a more satisfactory evaluation might be 
made of i t s position among the B r i t i s h fauna; and that some basis 
might be provided f o r an understanding-, through future studies, of 
the success of the mink i n t h i s country. 
F i g . I-.OV Di s t r i b u t i o n of P. putorius i n Europe, (shaded). 
M t e r van den Brink 1958, and Heptner 1964. 
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2.0 SURVEY OF THE LITERATUHE 
Scattered references to the polecat and f e r r e t can be found 
i n h i s t o r i c a l works; the f e r r e t was mentioned, by Strabo i n the 
f i r s t century B.C. and the polecat figured prominently i n 
r 
records of bounties paid for vermin i n the nineteenth century. 
A general account of the polecat was given i n Biatthews (1952) 
whilst Herter (1959), brought together much of the published 
information on polecats and provided a good bibliography, mostly 
of Continental authors. 
M i l l a i s (1905) provided a.description and M i l l e r (1912) 
catalogued the polecats i n the B r i t i s h Mjseum collection. Pocock 
(1936) using t h i s same co l l e c t i o n with some additions, chi e f l y 
from Wales, provided a useful description of skins and skulls. 
Tetley (1939, 1945) described polecats from Scotland and also 
compared some of the physical features of polecats with those of 
f e r r e t s . A recent s t a t i s t i c a l study by Ashton and Thomson (1955) 
v/as based once more on the B r i t i s h Museum material, and took into 
account P. eversmanni which has been suggested as a possible 
ancestor of the f e r r e t . Their results showed that the divergence 
of the f e r r e t from P. eversmanni i s f i v e times greateV than from 
P. putorius. Ashton (t955) also re-examined the four specimens 
of polecat from Scotland and concluded that the skulls were 
similar to that of the f e r r e t . Rempe (1965) iias examined the 
relationship between the common polecat, steppe polecat and 
f e r r e t hy the technique of multivariate analysis, carried out 
on a large number of sk u l l measurements. He showed that the three 
forms could he separated by t h i s method and that a r t i f i c i a l 
hybrids between steppe-polecat and f e r r e t were intermediate i n 
character between the parent forms. Rempe (1962) investigated 
and described the effects of domestication on the physical 
features of f e r r e t s as compared with wild polecats. He concluded 
that the f e r r e t possesses many features not found i n the wild, 
because these features are not disadvantageous to a captive 
animal. McCann (195^) described museum specimens and captive 
l i v e animals i n New Zealand where^polecats or, more probably, 
f e r r e t s were introduced during the nineteenth century. 
D i s t r i b u t i o n of the polecat i n B r i t a i n has been described 
by Taylor (1952), Condry (1954), Matheson (1963) and Walton (1964). 
Iifatheson's paper dealt solely with the e r y t h r i s t i c or- 'red' 
v a r i e t y of the polecat. 
llazak (1965) gave a f u l l account of the history and 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of the steppe polecat i n Czechoslovakia, which included 
a useful bibliography of work covering eastern Europe and the 
Soviet Union. The spread of P. putorius i n t o Finland has been 
f u l l y described and analysed by Kalela (1940, 1948, 1952). He 
related the spread to climatic factors, especially the extent of 
snow cover i n the winter. Heptner (1964) gave an excellent 
account of the differences i n morphology and geographical 
, d i s t r i b u t i o n between P. putorius and P. eversmanni. Distribution 
and^ecology of the introduced animals i n New Zealand was 
described by Wodzicki (1950) and Marshall ( I 9 6 I ) . 
Because of the close relationship between the polecat and 
the f e r r e t , i t seems relevant here to consider work on the 
f e r r e t . For many years t h i s animal, because of the ease with 
which i t can be bred and reared i n c a p t i v i t y , has been the 
subject of many investigations i n t o reproductive physiology. 
Marshall (I9O4) established that the female f e r r e t ovulates as a 
re s u l t of coitus. Robinson (1918) i n a study of the development 
and fate of ovarian f o l l i c l e s , held that proper insemination i s 
necessary fo r ovulation to take place. Hammond & Marshall (1950) 
showed that t h i s was not so, since coitus with vasectomized males 
can cause ovulation. Other workers who have dealt with various 
aspects of t h i s subject include Murr (1931, 1932, 1933) who 
investigated reproduction and b i r t h i n the f e r r e t ; Farris (1950) 
who determined the duration of coitus i n the f e r r e t ; McPhail 
(I933.a)who showed that ovulation s t i l l occurred even after the 
int e r r u p t i o n of coitus; McKeown and Zuckerman (193?) who found 
that f a i l u r e of penetration did not prevent ovulation; and 
Hammond and Walton (1934 a & b) who determined the time of 
ovulation, the .survival time of sperm i n the female- t r a c t , and 
associated phenomena. They also investigated pregnancy and 
pseudo-pregnancy outside the normal breeding season. Early stages 
i n the development of the egg have been described by Hamilton 
(1934) • Ifexshall (1933) demonstrated cyclical dianges in the vagina and vulva. 
The part played by the p i t u i t a r y i n causing ovulation has been 
studied by H i l l & .Parkes (1932, 1934) and McPhail (1933)5) • 
Deanesley & Parkes (1933) showed that removal of the uterus during 
anoestrus does not af f e c t the cycle of ovarian changes associated 
with oestrus and pseudopregnancy. Pa r t u r i t i o n has been described 
by Murr (1932), and, more recently, as an adjunct to a f i l m of 
p a r t u r i t i o n , by Naaktgeboren ( I 9 6 I ) . 
The reproductive! cycle i n the male f e r r e t was investigated 
by Allanson (1931) 1932) who studied the gross and histological 
changes i n the reproductive organs. She showed that there was an 
annual increase and regression of a c t i v i t y i n these organs, with 
s i g n i f i c a n t changes i n the state of the i n t e r s t i t i a l tissue. The 
effe c t of l i g h t on the breeding cycle has been studied by 
Bissonnette (1932, 1935), Hart (1950) and Hammond (1951) 1952) and ' 
i n Australia by Harvey and Macfarlane ( I 9 5 8 ) . 
Breeding and other behaviour has been investigated i n captive 
polecats by Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1955, ^956) Herter and Herter (1953)> 
Herter ( l 953 ) , Goethe .(1940), Murr (1931, 1932, 1933) and Rempe 
(1957)• Aggressive play was studied by Poole (1966). 
Some work on the diet of polecats i n the Soviet Union was 
reported i n Ognev (19^2) whilst Kratochvil (1952) gave an account 
of the di e t of both species i n Czechoslovakia. 
Popov (1943), i n a paper on age estimation i n mustelids, 
stated that the weight of the baculum could be used to distinguish 
juvenile and adult males i n several species including P. putorius. 
Mathey (1958), i n a survey of chromosome numbers i n mammals, 
assigned to the f e r r e t the value 2n = 40. 
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• 3-0 MAO^IAL MSD METHODS 
L i t t l e systematic work has been carried out on the polecat i n 
B r i t a i n but i t i s common enough i n Wales f o r s u f f i c i e n t material 
to be available f o r study. 
The work described below was carried out between summer I965 
and autumn 1967« The samples from the two twelve-month periods 
have been combined and treated together as though from a single 
period. Some additional material has been considered from 
outside t h i s period. 
Observations and material were collected with the help of 
the f i e l d s t a f f of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food and private individuals (rather'than by trapping which would 
have been i n s u f f i c i e n t l y productive i n the time available for 
study). Records were kept of both l i v e and dead animals seen. 
Polecats were k i l l e d by various means, the majority being k i l l e d 
by road t r a f f i c or trapped. Occasional individuals v/ere found 
dead from no apparent cause - poison or disease may have been 
responsible. Whenever possible, dead animals were collected and 
examined according to the standard procedure given i n Appendix 
3.01. 
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4 . 0 DISTRIBUTIOIT U BRITAIN 
There has been a marked increase i n the area of d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of the polecat Putorius putorius(L.)since information was l a s t 
summarised (Walton I 9 6 4 ) • I n addition to animals examined i n the 
laboratory more than 80 individuals have contributed records of 
dead and l i v e animals seen. Additional records have been 
extracted from "Nature i n Wales". C r i t e r i a f o r records are given 
i n the ea r l i e r paper. 
Almost 2 0 0 records have been collected since the previous 
survey period. This figure includes those animals sent f o r 
examination. The combined records f o r 1 9 5 9 - 6 ? are shown i n 
Figure 4 . 0 1 . 
Most of the records from 1 9 6 2 onwards only confirm the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n shown by the e a r l i e r ones, although one or two squares 
have been f i l l e d i n w i t h i n the main area of d i s t r i b u t i o n . Some 
records, however, show a considerable extension of range of the 
polecat. This extension i s most marked i n south-west Wales where 
polecats have now been recorded well i n t o Pembrokeshire and 
Carmarthenshire. New records have also come from the'Usk valley, 
the borders of Monmouthshire and Brecknockshire, and north-east 
Denbighshire. Altogether the number of 1.0 Km. squares from which 
records have been obtained i s now about one t h i r d greater than i n I 9 6 2 . 
1 2 
Fig. 4 .01 D i s t r i b u t i o n of P. putorius i n Wales and the 
Border Counties.plotted.by 10 Km. squares. 
^ P r e s e n t from 1959 onwards 
A Present from 1963 onv/ards 
5 3 - N 
Aberys twyth 
C o r d i f f 
50 miles (80 Km.) 
One of the most noteworthy records i s from Anglesey. This 
county i s represented by a single sighting, but t h i s one i s from 
, a most r e l i a b l e observer. This i s the f i r s t record from the 
island since Forrest, w r i t i n g i n 190? about the polecat i n Wales 
said "almost extinct i n the East and Anglesey". 
Further records have been added to the known d i s t r i b u t i o n i n 
England. 
Tv/o animals from the Preston area of Lancashire were found to 
be escaped f e r r e t s . Two more which had been seen swimming i n the 
Usk and mistaken f o r f e r a l mink were found to be f e r a l albino 
f e r r e t s . These findings underline once more the real likelihood 
of f e r r e t s being wrongly i d e n t i f i e d and also the importance of 
physically checking the i d e n t i t y of animals v/henever possible. 
This i s especially so when they are found outside the known area 
of d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Discussion 
Pl o t t i n g the d i s t r i b u t i o n of any animal by means of squares of 
uniform area as i n Fig. 4.01 may obscure interesting facts. 
Unless a species i s uniformly spread the use of t h i s method tends-
to equate one record with many but i t does show the general shape 
of the area occupied. On the other hand, p l o t t i n g records as points 
13 
tends to show up the d i s t r i b u t i o n of observers and main roads. 
This drawback can be overcome to some extent by having a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y large number of observers, f o r example, trappers and 
foresters, whose work does not r e s t r i c t them to roads. This has 
been possible i n t h i s study. 
When records are plotted i n t h i s way, as i n Fig. 4.02, a more 
detailed picture emerges. There i s undoubtedly a considerable 
cluster of points around Aberystvyth where many of the observers 
l i v e . Nevertheless t h i s does r e f l e c t on hov/ very common the 
polecat i s i n t h i s area. 
' Many records tend to follow r i v e r valleys such as those of the 
Wye, T e i f i , Towy, Dovey, Conway and, running in t o England, Severn 
and Teme. This pattern could be of some significance since several 
authors have said that polecats of both species have extended t h e i r 
range i n Europe by v/ay of the r i v e r valleys. For example, Mazak 
(1965) ascribes the presence of the steppe-polecat in-the Tatra to 
i t s spread by way of the r i v e r valleys from south-eastern Slovakia; 
whilst Heptner (I964) says the same thing of the spread of the 
European polecat in t o the south Russian steppe from the north. I t 
i s of interest that Schaff (19II) states that (translated from the 
German) "for choice, the polecat lives i n the v i c i n i t y of brooks, 
ponds, canals and similar waters without, however, venturing 
d i r e c t l y onto the water." 
14 
Fig. 4.02 D i s t r i b u t i o n of P. putorius i n Wales and the 
Border Counties i n rela,tion to the major r i v e r s . 
oOne or more records from 1959 to 1967. 
Aberys twy th 
SOmiles (80 Km.) ^ 
Unfortunately, i n a country as mountainous as Wales, the rpads 
also follow the r i v e r valleys and since a high proportion of 
records are of road casualties the connection ;7ith rivers could be 
a spurious one. The r e l a t i v e absence of roads on high ground 
could v/ell explain v/hy few records have been received from, f o r 
example, the Brecon Beacons and Snowdonia. 
"From what has been learned by discussion with farmers, former 
rabbit-trappers and foresters i t seems that the polecat i s now 
present i n many areas of Wales where i t has never been within 
l i v i n g memory. I n central Wales, i t i s now veiy common, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y when compared vn.th 10-15 years ago, but has not yet 
regained the degree of commonness which i t enjoyed 20-30 years ago. 
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5.0 PHYSICAL FEATURES 
5.1 Coat 
Herter (1959) 'described the coat of very young polecats: at 
b i r t h they have a sparse covering of white hair; t h i s coat grows 
denser a f t e r b i r t h and i s replaced at about 20 days old by a dark 
coat; by the age of 50 days the young have a typic a l polecat 
appearance with the characteristic white f a c i a l markings. 
5.11 General appearance 
The coat i n the polecat 50 days or more old consists of two 
types' of hair:-
( i ) the under-fur or "wool". This i s the f i n e , dense, 
insulating part of the coat. 
( i i ) the contour or guard hairs. These are the long, coarse, 
'shining hairs which project beyond the wool and act as 
a v/ater-shedding layer. 
Both these elements varied between juveniles and adults and winter 
and summer. The juvenile and summer adult coats v/ere found to be 
very si m i l a r . I n both, the density of wool and guard hairs was 
reduced. The wool was a buff colour over most of the body but v;as 
greyish over the shoulders and fore-limbs, rump and hind-limbs, and 
'on the t a i l : also sometimes on the head and neck. This made the 
extremities appear very dark. The guard hairs i n the juvenile and 
summer coat were pigmented black almost to the base. The combination 
of colouring gave the animal a very dark appearance i n the summer 
and juvenile coat (Fig. 5 ' 1 l ) « 
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The v/inter coat d i f f e r e d from the above description. The v/ool 
v/as much whiter, longer, and denser except over the areas mentioned 
above as being greyish. The guard hairs were much longer and were 
pigmented black f o r only the d i s t a l h a l f of each hair. The 
denseness of the wool caused them to stand out from the body at a 
greater angle. When viewed from a distance the v/inter coat 
appeared much l i g h t e r , especially i n the l i v e animal. (Figs. ^.12 
and 5'13)« This was due to a combination of wool colour, fore-
shortening of the guard-hairs, and the pale bases of the l a t t e r . 
Some winter coats which had persisted i n t o the early part of 
the summer were found to have the wool stained yellow by sebaceous 
secretions from the skin. This coloration i s not to be confused 
with, a similar sort of colour noted i n a few skins. I n these there 
was a band of di l u t e d pigment where the black t i p of each guard 
ha i r faded in t o the white base.. This band had a yellowish appearance 
and, since i t occurred at about the level of the wool, gave the 
impression that the wool i t s e l f v/as coloured. 
5.12 Face pattern and moulting 
. The white f a c i a l markings are one of the most characteristic 
features of the polecat. A l l the animals examined ha<£ white ear 
t i p s , a white chin patch which extended onto the muzzle, and white 
cheek patches (Fig. 5*14) I n the juvenile and summer adult coat these 
were the only white f a c i a l markings. 
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Pig. 5.11 Felts.of common polecat i n summer coat 
A. Dorsal view 
B. Ventral view 

Pig. 5.12 .Pelts of common polecat i n winter coat 
A. Dorsal view 
BL». Ventral view 

Fig. 5.13. Common polecat i n winter coat (female) 

Pig. 5.14 Variation i n the face pattern of the polecat 
( f o r explanation see t e x t ) . 
crown 
chin patch-
frontal hand 
maok cheek patch 
During the winter, however, there were found to he varying 
degrees of development of the " f r o n t a l band" v/hich joins the cheek 
patches across the forehead and cuts o f f the dark "mask". The 
development varied from Pattern 3 to Pattern 5. The collection 
pelts could be c l a s s i f i e d as follows:-
Pattern No. of pelts 
1 or 2 13 
3 or 4 21 
5 ' 6 
The slightest development was the s i t u a t i o n where the cheek 
patches were separated from the chin patch by a band of brown hairs 
and the f r o n t a l band had a mixture of brown and white hairs 
(Pattern 3) • A further advance on t h i s was the situation v/here the 
f r o n t a l band was more or less completely white but the cheek and 
chin patches were s t i l l separated (Pattern 4 ) . The most advanced 
development was where chin and cheek patches and f r o n t a l band v/ere ' 
a l l confluent giving a complete band of white round the face 
(Pattern 5 ) • I n a l l cases these patterns could be easily distinguished 
from the condition of the juvenile or summer coat where the area of 
the f r o n t a l band was completely black (Pattern 1 and 2 ) . 
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I f Patterns 3, 4 and 5 are a l l considered together as varying 
stages of development of the f r o n t a l band, and Patterns 1 and 2 are 
regarded as shov/ing no development of the f r o n t a l band, the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of the two situations can be arranged as i n Table 5«11« 
I t w i l l be seen that Patterns 3-5 were found during the period 
December-June whilst Patterns 1 and 2 occurred during July-September. 
I n June, October and November both types occurred together: i t can 
be assumed that at these times of the year the types are i n the 
process of changing over. 
5.13 Moulting The term "moult" has often been used to describe 
new hair growth and/or old hair shedding. The terms "growth" and 
"shedding" w i l l be used here f o r c l a r i t y . Grovrth of new hair was 
found i n 27 of the 40 c o l l e c t i o n skins. Grovrth was determined by 
c a r e f u l l y examining the skin at the base of the wool where the 
emerging t i p s of the contour hairs could be seen as short, dark 
b r i s t l e s . These were found i n every month of the year except A p r i l 
but over, half occurred i n the period October-January (The samples 
fo r each month are, however, not of equal sizes). Hair shedding 
was found only i n May and June but v/as d i f f i c u l t to detect since 
many animals showed "hair s l i p " (loosening of the hair as the 
animal begins to decompose) which could be confused with shedding. 
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Greatest growth of guard hairs was observed from about 
October and continued into the following year. This corresponded 
v/ith an increase i n the density and length of the wool and the 
change i n the face pattern. Coat shedding and re-growth occurred 
i n iSaay-June. One skin was shedding hair i n June and had new contour 
hairs v i s i b l e on the neck. I t v/as also shedding the v/hite f r o n t a l 
band. There seems l i t t l e doubt that there are two periods of 
shedding and growth annually i n the polecat. 
5.14 Variations 
The chief impression given by the pelts i s one of uniformity. 
Only tv/o pelts showed a backward extension of the chin patch onto 
the throat, associated with " g r i z z l i n g " (a scattering of v/hite 
guard-hairs ajaongst the black ones, often noticeable on the thighs 
and t a i l ) . This type of pattern i s common i n f i t c h ferrets and may 
have been caused by recent crossing with escaped animals. (Fig. 5.I5) 
Only one of the animals examined was e r y t h r i s t i c . This was 
received late i n I967 but has been included because i t was 
exceptionally i n t e r e s t i n g . The pattern was that of a t y p i c a l 
polecat but a l l the hair which i s normally black was a l i g h t 
reddish-brown. 
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Fig. 5.15 Pelts of the f i t c h f e r r e t - ventral view 

Discussion 
McCann (1956) said that i n captive "New Zealand f i t c h " there 
was only one moult which was prolonged. Other authors have 
assumed that there are two moults i n a year. 
Harvey and Macfarlane (1958) stated that there were two moults 
annually i n the f e r r e t s which they used for t h e i r experiments. 
They said that the moult proceeded backwards from the head i n a 
wave-like manner. I t was not possible to determine the sequence 
of hair shedding and new hair growth i n t h i s present study. 
The face pattern i n the polecat i s of interest since i t was used 
by Pocock (1936) as a basis f o r separating the B r i t i s h and 
Continental polecats. According to his c l a s s i f i c a t i o n the B r i t i s h 
form Putorius putorius anglius never develops a f u l l white f r o n t a l 
band i n the winter whereas the Continental form Putorius putorius 
putorius does. . The differences are i l l u s t r a t e d i n Pigs. A and B at 
the end of his paper. Poole (1964) has already pointed out that 
the face pattern i s not r e l i a b l e as a guide. His view i s confirmed 
by the present observations, since 6 out of 21 winter pelts showed ' 
pattern 5 (Fig. B of Pocock 1936) which,.according to Pocock i s that 
of the Continental P.p.putorius. 
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5 .2 -Linear Measurements 
The numbers and sexes available f o r length measurements are 
shown i n Table 5 ' 21 . A l l differences between-males and females 
were hi g h l y . s i g n i f i c a n t . The least difference was i n the length 
of the hind foot (females 95/^  of males) and the greatest was i n 
body weight (females iyjo of males). 
Discussion 
There i s a marked sexual difference i n the dimensions of many 
mustelids. Ondrias (1960) measured the sexual variation i n the 
skeleton of several European mustelids and found i t to be greatest 
i n Mustela erminea and least i n Meles meles. I n a further paper, 
(Ondrias 19^1) on the structure of the fore limbs i n mustelids and 
i t s correlation with t h e i r mode of l i f e , he quoted values f o r the 
humerus length i n the polecat, which are compared below v/ith the 
values found i n t h i s study. ' 
-
MALE , FEI'iALE 
No. Mean (m.m.) S.E. No. Mean (m.m.) S.S. 
Ondrias (196I) 49.5 - 10 42.5 -
Walton 32 47.1 0.3 6 40.5 0.3 
The mean values appear to d i f f e r but no s t a t i s t i c a l comparison 
was possible :as. he quoted only maximum and minimum lengths. 
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• Kratochvil ( l552) published data f o r some skull and "body 
measurements of polecats from Czechosloval<ia. A comparison with 
the values found i n the present study i s shovrn i n Table 5*22. 
A s t a t i s t i c a l comparison was not possible as only the range of 
measurements \7as given. The sk u l l measurements appear to d i f f e r 
only s l i g h t l y , but the body measurements show considerable mean 
differences. I n a l l respects the body measurements are greater 
i n the Czechoslovak sample than i n the B r i t i s h , with the 
exception of the hind-foot length i n the female wh6re the 
reverse i s . true. 
I f t h i s f i n d i n g i s conside'red together with the data on 
long bone lengths given above, i t seems to indicate that the 
polecat of Continental Europe i s of s l i g h t l y greater body 
dimensions than that found i n B r i t a i n . There appears to 
be l i t t l e or no difference between the skulls of polecats 
from these two areas. 
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5.3 Weight changes 
For males 45 gross v/eights were obtained. Their monthly 
v a r i a t i o n i s shown i n Figure 5 » 3 1 ' There was a f a i r l y obvious 
increase i n weight from August onwards as juvenile animals became 
adult. Analysis of variance f o r body weights from October (when 
the Juveniles approximated to adult weight) to July, confirmed 
that there was a considerable amount of change i n weight over t h i s 
period. There was not s u f f i c i e n t material available for the 
v/eight curve to be calculated, since the variance within each month 
was f a i r l y high. However, there seemed to be a general increase 
i n weight to a maximum i n March followed by a loss i n v/eight. I t 
i s assumed that t h i s gain and loss i n weight was due to the 
accumulation and dispersal of f a t i n the body. Observations on 
body f a t made during skinning and cleaning support t h i s view. 
Only 9 female gross body weights were recorded. Mean body 
weights f o r both sexes aire shown i n Table 5.21. 
Discussion 
The weight curve obtained by p l o t t i n g v/eights of a sample of 
animals from the f i e l d i s unsatisfactory unless the sample i s very 
large. Apart from differences betv/een individuals there were also, 
i n t h i s study, varying proportions of adults and juveniles i n the-
sample f o r each month. Despite these handicaps there did appear 
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^'ig- 5-31 Monthly v a r i a t i o n i n gross body weight i n 
the male polecat. The numbers indicate 
the size of each monthly sample. (From the 
data of Table 5.'3l) • 
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to be a considerable increase i n weight during the autumn and 
winter v/hich reached a maximum i n March. A similar curve was 
obtained by Harvey and Macfarlane (1958) f o r captive ferrets 
based on periodic v/eighings of a group of 5 l i v e animals. .In 
t h e i r experimental group, maintained i n the equivalent of 
Northern Hemisphere l i g h t i n g , maximum weight was reached i n 
February and minimum weight i n June. The curve obtained i n t h i s 
study follows t h e i r published curve we l l , despite the small 
sample size used here. 
Cyclical changes i n weight have been recorded i n other 
mammals. Flux (I967) f o r the European hare i n New Zealand found 
that males reached t h e i r maximum weight j u s t p r i o r to the breeding 
season i n mid-winter ( J u l y ) . 
I t has often been assumed that the accumulation of body 
f a t i s a means of preventing heat loss, serving a similar function 
to that of the winter coat. For example Hammond (1954) said "The 
deposition of f a t , mainly subcutaneously, i n the autumn months 
c l e a r l y serves the double purpose of providing extra thermal 
ins u l a t i o n and extra energy reserves f o r the winter". This may not 
be the whole explanation, however, since the maximum v/eight (and 
probably the maximum accumulation of f a t ) i n t h i s study was achieved 
i n iiarch, i . e . at the end of the winter. I t seems probable that 
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t h i s increase may be correlated with breeding. This suggiestion 
i s supported by the observations of Schmidt (l$43)> who noted 
i n captive pine-marten that maximum weight occurred i n June, and 
Karkley and Bassett ( l942) who recorded that oestrus i n the female 
of t h i s species i s i n July and August; hence maximum weight occurs 
ju s t before breeding. Neal (19^4) stated that i n the badger 
also, maximum weigjit occvirs i n December or January and that 
breeding takes place from February to May. 
No d i s t i n c t i o n has been made i n t h i s study betv/een brov/n 
and white adipose tissue which have been shown by Hull and 
Segall (1966) to have d i f f e r e n t functions. 
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5.4 The Shane and dimensions of the sk u l l 
The shape of the slcull has often been used to distinguish the 
European polecat, steppe-polecat and f e r r e t from one another 
( L i i l l e r 1912,, 1933: Ellerman and Morrison-Scott 1951, Pocock.;' 
' 1936> £md Rempe, 1965)* The polecat and f e r r e t were compared i n 
t h i s study i n an attempt to throw further l i g h t on the 
relationship of the t\70 animals. 
5.41 Slculls of the polecat and f e r r e t ; differences i n 
aPDearance 
The shape of the s k u l l i n the European polecat and f e r r e t 
i s shown i n Pigs. 5.41A aiid. 5.42A'. The most obvious difference 
bet\veen the tv/o forms i s the shape of the braincase betv/een the 
zygomatic arches. This i s almost parallel-sided i n the adult 
polecat but pinched i n to produce a post-orbital constriction' 
i n the adult f e r r e t . This constriction i s not so well developed 
in-the juvenile f e r r e t . (5.42B) I n p r o f i l e the f e r r e t i s seen 
• to have a shorter-nasal-region than the polecat (Fig. 5.43). 
Juvenile slculls- of both forms, i n addition to having open 
sutures, were found to have a bone surface which was d u l l i n 
appearance and f e l t g r i t t y to the touch. The s a g i t t a l crest had 
not formed and i n very young skulls i t was present only as tv/o 
bands of raised bone one on either side of the dorsal mid-line. " 
The o c c i p i t a l crests were also poorly developed. 
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Fig. 5.41 Skulls of polecat - dorsal view 
A. Adult. Left - female. l U ^ t - male. 
B. Juvenile. Left - female. Right - male 
1 J J i J nCCNTIM 
1 J J J J 10 com 
Fig. 5.42 Skulls of f e r r e t - dorsal view 
A. Adult. L e f t - female. Right - male. 
B. Juvenile. Left - female. Rigjit - male. 
I I j r 
F i - . 5.43 Skulls of polecat and f e r r e t i n l a t e r a l view. 
Upper - f e r r e t . Lower - polecat. 
A2L 
As slculls became adult the suture lines became obliterated, 
the crests became d i s t i n c t and raised and the bone surface 
developed a smooth, polished look and f e e l . The braincase became 
v/rinlcled i n .appearance. Old skulls developed concretions of bone 
• especially on the p o s t - o r b i t a l process and' as ridges below the 
mandible. 
Many adult, polecat skulls had broken teeth especially the 
canines. Such damage was sometimes very recent, as when an animal 
had presumably been b i t i n g a trap, but some v/as much older and 
had often been repaired by bone growth over the surviying tooth 
stump. Many polecats appeared to have decayed teeth; these were 
often canines v/hich had been damaged. 
An extra tooth was present i n 3 out of 48 polecats and 5 oii't 
of 40 f e r r e t s . Two more f e r r e t s had inci p i e n t doubling of a 
tooth w i t h the root single and the b i t i n g edge s p l i t f o r some 
distance towards the jaw. I n a l l cases the tooth involved was 
one of the upper incisors, usually the f i r s t on either the r i g h t 
•or l e f t . I n some skulls the entire lower incisor row had been 
displaced t o one side t o accommodate the altered pattern of the 
upper, rov/. The dental formula i n both polecat and f e r r e t i s 
3. 1. 3 . 1. 
3. 1. 3 . 2. 
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5-42 Slculls of the polecat and f e r r e t : dimensions 
A series of measurements was made on each sk u l l (Appendix 
5.4) Only simple s k u l l dimensions were measured and no account 
T/as taken of the many other individual features which Ashton and 
'Thomson (l954) investigated. 
(a) Gom-oarison of adult polecat and adult f e r r e t (Tables 5«14A 
• and 5.14B). . 
Skulls of males and females were compared separately and 
only those differences are presented which occurred i n both 
sexes. The following dimensions were found to be s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
greate.r i n the polecat than i n the f e r r e t ( ? < 0 . 0 2 ) ; -
Maximum bizygomatic breadth 
Mnimum f r o n t a l breadth . 
Minimum distance between bullae 
Width of palate-at t h i r d premolar 
r.'Iinimum distance betv/een orbits 
Volume of braincase. 
With the exception of the last item these are a l l . horizontal 
measurements of the slcull at r i g h t angles to i t s long axis and 
they suggest that the .skull of the polecat i s broader than that 
.of the fe r r e t . . This agrees v/ith the empirical statement of P i t t 
(1921)'v/ho said of the polecat " I t s head i s decidedly blunter i n . 
both sexes". I t i s probable that many of these measurements are' 
highly coi-related. 
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The distance from the orale to the posterior palatine foramen 
v/as found to be greater i n the polecat at a less significant 
l e v e l (P<0.d5). The reduction of t h i s distance i n the f e r r e t may 
r e f l e c t i t s shorter nasal region as compared v/ith the polecat and 
mentioned above. 
No comparison of means v/as made betv/een juveniles of polecat 
and f e r r e t since there may have been large individual differences 
i n a-ge, even though a l l were classed as juveniles. 
(b) Com-parison of adult and .juvenile polecats (Table 5-140) 
Tills comparison was made only on males because the sample of 
juvenile females was too small. The adults were found to have a 
greater byzygomatic v/idth (P<0.05) whilst the juveniles had a 
greater minimiM f r o n t a l breadth and. volume of braincase (P<0.02 
and.P<0.05 respectively). 
(c) Gom-parison of adult and juvenile ferrets(Tabies 5«14D and 
. • • • 
Both sexes were compared.. The only difference found i n both 
sexes was that the juveniles exceeded the adults i n minimum 
f r o n t a l breadth and volume of braincase (P<0.02). 
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. (d.) 'The normality of the distr ibution of slcull lengrth i n the 
adiilt male polecat. 
Hempe (19^2) shov/ed that the ferret sample v/hich'he examined 
dif fered from normality v/ith regard to condylo-basal length. He 
•plotted condylo-hasal length of 30 male and 50 feniale ferrets 
against freq_uency on a logarithmic scale and ohtained miiltiple 
peaics. He also shovrad that the value of the s tat is t ic g2 differed, 
from that characteristic fo r a normal population. In the present 
study the distance from the prosthion to the occipital condyles for 
44 male polecat slculls was examined and. found to conform to a normal 
dis t r ibut ion (Appendix 5«4l) This v/as not done for ferret skulls 
as'the size of the sample was inadequate fo r this procedure. I t 
is . considered that this f inding i s due to the greater homogeneity 
of the wi ld population resulting from random mating., as opposed 
to selective mating i n the captive fe r re t . 
Discussion 
The differences i n slcull width presented i n comparison (a) 
do not make any obvious visual impression with the exception of 
the minimum fronta l breadth. This measurement i s probably the 
one responsible fo r braincase volume, since the two occur together 
in. comparisons (b) and ( c ) . 
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Both juvenile polecats and ferrets have a pear-shaped sioill 
(pigs. 5 ' 4 1 3 and 5«42B). This featiire i s so marked that Kostron 
(1949) mistalcerily described a juvenile of P. i3utorius as a nev/ 
form Diriformis. I n both polecat and fer re t the juvenile has a 
• greater f ronta l breadth and braincase volume than i n the 
corresponding adult. 
As the aaimals become adult the reduction i n f ronta l breadth 
(and braincase volume) i s greater i n the ferre t than i n the polecat 
giving rise to the post orbi ta l constriction i n the former; wiiilst 
the increase i n zygomatic breadth i s greater i n the polecat than i n 
the f e r r e t . These relationships 'are summarised i n Fig. 5•44' 
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AD. POLECAT 
/ fs 
JW. POLECAT 
IvIinimuE f ronta l breadth 
- 11-5/^ ~ > AD. PEREET 
. - 9.3fo 
JUV. EEifflET 
AD. POLECAT 
JUV. POLECAT 
- 20.6^ —^AD. EEIfflST 
JW. PEEEET 
Braincase volume 
AD. POLECAT^ + 4.3^ ——AD. PSifflST 
•+ 4'5f=> + 2.9^(not significant) 
JUV. POLECAT JUV. PEEEET. 
- Maximum bizya-omatic breadth 
Pig. 5.44 Eelationship of certain slaill dimensions i n aduli 
•and juvenile polecats and ferrets . 
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The combined effect of these changes could be interpreted 
as providing an increase i n the space available for the jav/ 
muscles; i n the case of the polecat by a slight narrowing of the 
braincase and a widening of the zygomatic arch; and i n the case 
" of the fer re t by a greater narrowing of the braincase and slighter 
v/idening of the zygomatic arch. \"?hy the two skulls should deyelop 
d i f fe ren t ly i n this way i s not cleaj:. I t i s possible that there 
may be differences i n the rate of development of the braincase. 
I f , f o r example, i n the polecat the sutures of the braincase close 
at an earlier date and the bone becomes thicker then the structure 
may be less susceptible to compression from the contraction of the 
jaw muscles. The adiilt skull vroiild then be l i t t l e changed i n this 
area compared with the juvenile. The reverse would be true fo r the 
f e r r e t . 
,A chang-e i n the relat ive. dimensions of juvenile skulls of the 
polecat and ferre t T/ith increasing age i n relation to increasing 
use of .the jaw muscles i s supported by the observations of Moore 
(1967) on the . effects of jaw musc;ilature on the developing rat 
slcull. He compared the effects of to ta l removal of the masseter, 
i n one group, and removal .of the temporal muscle i n another v/ith a 
t h i r d control group. ' Removal of the v/hole masseter produced gross 
changes i n many dimensions of the slcull. Of more interest i n the 
present context was the increase i n the width of the braincase 
vyMch was observed i n the group i n v/hich the temporal muscles were 
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removed. This operation vrauld presumably reduce the force of 
compression from the jav; muscles, producing a similar situation 
to that observed i n the polecat and ferret skall before the javz 
muscles are i n f u l l use i . e . i n the juvenile. 
I t has been suggested by Pocock (l936) that the reduced 
frontal, breadth i n the adult ferret i s due to being reared i n 
capt ivi ty . Although i t i s not clear how this cause i s supposed 
to operate there should be, i f i t i s true, two corollaries: 
f i r s t l y that the skulls of polecats reared i n captivity should 
be constricted; and secondly that the skulls of fera l ferrets bom 
and raised i n the wild should not be constricted. None of the 
evidence available i n the present study supports these ideas. 
The slcolls of polecats raised i n captivity viexe i n no way 
dif ferent from those of v/ild animals; nor were the skulls of 
f e r a l ferrets different from captive ferre ts . 
I t has been suggested, i n general terms by Zeuner (19^3) 
and i n the case of the ferret by Eempe (pers. comm.) that there 
i s commonly a reduction i n brain size i n domesticated animals. 
Eempe suggested that the reduction i n brain size i n the ferret 
i s the cause of the reduction i n frontal ' breadth i . e . that the 
skull'develops i n relationship to the brain, \7hilst i t seems 
certain that the pressure inside the skull mast play a large 
part i n detexmining the f i n a l shape-of the braincase, i t seems 
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. equally certain that this effect must be modified by the pressure 
of- the jaw muscles as they contract. I f this i s not so, then i t 
i s extremely d i f f i c u l t to explain the much greater constriction 
i n the braincase of the closely related v/ild form P. eversmanni. 
I t seems h i ^ l y unlikely that this species also has a brain even 
more reduced than the fe r re t , i f - the former relationship v/ere 
correct. I f reduced f ron ta l breadth (and reduced braincase 
volume) are considered as being due to reduced brain size, can 
i t also be assuiTied that the gxeater size of these dimensions i n 
, juveniles indicates greater brain size also? This too seems h i ^ l y 
unl ikely. ' • 
Darlington (l957) shov/ed that the endocranial pattern of the 
slcull i n the ferre t was determined by .the pattern of convolutions 
of the'brain. This pattern i s not exerted direct ly, hovrever, but 
by' the arachnoid trabeculae and the pressure of the cerebro-spinal 
f l u i d . 'When the trabeciolae vrere damaged by experimental interference 
with the brain, the overlying part of the sloill i n suckling 
animals bulged outwards since i t was no longer anchored by the 
trabeciolae. . Y/hether a mechanism such as this could determine the 
overall size and shape of the adult slcull i n the polecat and ferret 
i s open to question. ' 
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I t i s d i f f i c u l t to account fo r the greater volurae of the 
braincase i n juvenile animals vmless these have a greater space 
for the cerebro-spinal f l u i d with a brain similar i n size to that 
of the adult. The linear increase would need to be only slight 
since, f o r a sphere with a radius of about 8 mm., an increase of 
I2i'/i> to 9 produces a corresponding volume chang-e of TCffo, 
• Tliis problem could be resolved by examination of this feature 
i n juveniles and adults. 
I t seems probable that the shape of the slcull i n both 
polecat and ferret i s genetically determined and results from a 
number of proximate causes acting tog-ether. These might include 
di f ferent rates of development of the slcull bones, intracranial 
pressure, and times at v/liich various muscles, especially those 
closing the jaw, come into use. Investigation of these factors 
would, doubtless resolve this-problem further . 
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5*5 Internal appearance 
5.51 Internal organs. Compared \7ith most other mammals the 
only relat ively unusual feature of the internal organs was the 
simple nature of the gut v/hich was not markedly differentiated 
into a rectum at the hind-end. This i s a common feature i n 
carnivores. There were a pair of stink-glands, one on either 
side of the t a i l root, secreting a th in , milky f l u i d offensive to 
human nos t r i l s . These glands opened onto the perineum. Their 
use i n "setting scent" has been described by Goethe-(l938> 1940)-
The specific odo"ur doubtless impregnates the faeces as wel l , so 
that the la t te r vrauld be veil suited to act as t e r r i t o r i a l markers, 
( c f . Wynne-Edwards 1962 pp. 102-1OB.) 
5.52 The hurjerus and closure of the epiphysis 
The time of closure of the proximal epiphysis of the humerus was 
found to be of some use for ag-e determination. Epipliyseal closure 
has been used for tMs purpose i n rabbits by Thomsen and Mortensen 
(1946), and Hale (l949) t^ut rel ied upon comparison with material of 
Icnovni agx3. Such material was not available i n this study so that the 
teclmique has been limited to confirming the juvenile/adult status of 
bacula i n the male during the la t ter half of the year. Epiphyses were 
found to be open up to.October and just closed by November. Almost 
a l l spepimens v/ere closed by December and juveniles could no longer 
be distinguished from adults by the appearance of the humerus. 
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6.0 REPEODUCTIOK IH THE IvIALE 
The majority of the animals obtained throughout the study 
period were males. This made possible an examination of the male 
reproductive cycle fo r a reasonably good sample i n each month of 
the year. Organs were available from 54 animals. Most of the 
testes were i n complete pairs from each animal but i n some cases, 
one was missing or damaged, so that a few animals were represented 
by one test is only. 
The methods used fo r dealing vrith the testes are given i n 
Appendix 6 .01 . I n what follov/s, the weight of the' testis refers to • 
the mean vjeigtrt of a pair of testes and their associated epididymides, 
v;ith. the few exceptions mentioned above. Yihen a value is given fo r 
the tubule diameter, this value i s the mean of 50 measurements of 
tubules taken over an entire section of one test is . V/here the 
• testes of more than one animal have been used fo r such measurements 
i n a given month the means have been averaged. 
6.1 Changes i n testis weight, tubule diameters, and sperm -oroduction 
The testes could be detected by palpation from about December 
•onwards and by January- were i n evidence by the bulging of the slcLn 
wliich covers them. 
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Pig. 6.01 shovrs that there was a well defined breeding season 
i n the male i f testis weigjit i s accepted as a suitable cri ter ion of 
breeding condition. I t s su i tab i l i ty was confirmed by the appearance 
and disappearance of sperm, which i s shown on the same figure, and 
also by the associated changes i n the diameters of the seminiferous 
tubules shovm i n Fig. 6.02. 
The sequence of events i n the testis was as follows. YThen young 
animals f i r s t appeared i n July-August the testes were very small and 
weighed about 0.14g. each with tubule diameters of about 5 0 ^ • 
Durin-g'September and October there was a slight increase i n weight. 
Tubule diameters increased s l ight ly i n October.- one testis measured 
i n th is month had tubiiles averaging 80^ , 
I n November there v;as a decrease i n test is weight almost back 
to that found i n August. The tubules of the testis measured i n 
this month were smaller than i n October. 
I n December there began the. marked increase i n testis weight 
observed during the breeding season. Both testis weights and tubule 
•diameters now in^creased steeply to reach a maximim i n March which 
was maintained u n t i l May at a f a i r l y constant level . The testes 
weighed 2.00 to 2.03g. during this period vath tubule diameters 
between 150 and .197^ . 
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i g . 6.01 ilonthly variation i n the mean weight, of the 
polecat t e s t i s . The numbers indicate the size 
of each monthly sample. The values fo r adults 
from August"to December have been transposed 
to follow the value f o r July. (Prom the data 
of Table o.Ol) . 
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Pig. 6,02 Monthly variation i n the mean tes t is tubule 
diameter i n the polecat. Each value i s the 
mean"of 5^ measurements taken across a single 
test is section except where indicated. The 
adult values fo r September - November have 
been transposed to 'follow the value fo r JxdLy. 
(Prom the data of Table 6.02). 
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I n June-July there v/as a sharp decline) i n both v/eights and 
, tubule diameter. 
The testes continued to decrease i n weiglit to August-September 
but were never as l igh t as those of the new generation of juveniles 
from the current year. As with the juveniles there was a slight 
..rise i n testis weight diiring October follov/ed by a f a l l to their 
lowest vreight i n November. The adult testes vreighed approximately 
three times the weight of juvenile testes u n t i l the la t ter began 
to increase i n weight i n December. 
Sperm f i r s t appeared i n February, but i n only small nmbers. 
They were abundant from March to May ( i . e . during the period of 
maximum testis v/eight), decreased i n numbers i n June and were 
absent i n July. 
6.2 Histological changes i n the tes t is . Prom August to November 
the seminiferous tubules of ju-\renile polecats showed l i t t l e 
a c t i v i t y . They were lined by a single layer of Sertoli cells of 
which the cytoplasm extended across the l\imen. Spermatogonia 
could also be seen. There was some production of primary 
spermatocytes during October (Pig. 6.O3) but these v/ere no longer 
to be seen i n the organs examined during November. 
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I n December the picture changed completely. (Fig. 6.O4) The 
tubules v/ere lined with actively dividing spermatogonia and 
spermatocytes were being produced once more. The Sertoli cells 
wexe displaced to the tubule sheath. Sy February a l l stages to 
spermatids were present and a few spermato.-zoa were present, both 
i n the tubules and the epididymis. (Fig. 6.O5) Maximum development 
occurred from March to May (Fig. 6 . 0 6 A ) . 
Regression began i n June, but .sperm could s t i l l be seen i n 
the epididymis for'some time afterv/ards. Primary and secondazy 
spermatocytes continued to be produced i n the adult testis u n t i l 
September (Pig. 6.O7A). 
6.3 Histological changes i n the epididymis 
A series of changes occurred i n the epididymis which were 
associated with the breeding season. The diameter of the lumen 
increased during the breeding season and decreased towards i t s 
end. During the period of maximum enlargement there was 
considerable development of the c i l i a l i n ing the lumen. (Compare 
Figs. 6.06B and 6.O7B). These c i l i a were stated by Benoit (l926) • 
to be non-vibratile but to be concerned with secretion by the 
epi thel ia l cel ls , during which process droplets pass along them 
to the lumen. 
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Pig. 6.03 Transverse section of polecat t e s t i s - juvenile 
October. X 350. 
Fig. 6 .04 Transverse section of polecat t e s t i s - juvenile 
December, x 35O. • • 
9 
Fig. 6.05 Transverse section of polecat t e s t i s - February. 
X 350. 

Pig. 6.06A Transverse section of polecat t e s t i s -
A p r i l . X 350" 
Fig. 6.06B Transverse section of polecat epididyiois 
A p r i l . X 350. 

Pig. 6.07A Transverse section of polecat t e s t i s - sAvlt -
September, x 350 ' 
Pig. 6.O7B Transverse ...section ,of polecat epididymis - adult 
September, x 350* 

Discussion 
Reproduction i n male mustelids has been described for the 
f e r r e t by Allanson' ( l93l )> f o r the stoat by Deanesly (I535J' 1943) 
and f o r the .weasel by K i l l ( l 939 ) ' 
Allanson ( l 9 3 l ) used 16 adult and 3 juvenile f e r r e t s f o r her 
studies and gave a detailed accomt of the various changes observed. 
Unfortunately she had no data f o r three months of the year and 
• most of the remaining months were represented by data from a 
single animal f o r each month. She also chose to present her 
observed t e s t i s weights as percentages of the associated body 
weights. I t has already been shown that body weight, i n the 
polecat at least, varied i n a c y c l i c a l manner throughout the 
year. (Section 5-3) • Thus her percentages f o r the breeding 
season appear to be too low and vice versa. 
For t h i s study actual t e s t i s wei^^ts were used following 
Creed ( l 9 6 0 ) , f o r the fox. 
I t i s of interest that Allanson ( l 9 3 l ) noted that November ' 
was the month i n which the lowest percentage weights of the t e s t i s 
occurred. She at t r i b u t e d t h i s to the. fact that the young animals 
had increased i n body v/eight without any appreciable increase i n 
t e s t i s .weight. Thus the testes appeared to have lost weight. 
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I n f a c t the lowest act-ual t e s t i s weights occurred i n November 
i n the present study, correla.ted with a decrease i n tubule diameter 
and cessation of the a c t i v i t y observed during October. Although 
.. the sample sizes f o r t e s t i s weights i n each month were not 
adequate f o r s t a t i s t i c a l aiialysis i t i s suggested that the 
increase i n weight i n October and decrease i n November, which 
seemed to be present i n adults as well, could be accounted f o r by 
a burst of premature tubule a c t i v i t y i n October. The changes i n 
tubule diameter and the production of spermatocytes i n October 
v/ould seem to support t h i s view. 
Marshall and Coombs (l957) stated that there i s an autumnal 
sexual season i n rooks. They found that there were not only 
changes i n the appearance of the t e s t i s but that there v/ere also 
correlated behaviour changes of a type normally seen before the 
main breeding season i n the spring. Various stages of spermatogenesis 
were seen i n September and October, including mature sperm. Only 
I3«6f^ of the birds examined, however, showed spermatogenesis. The 
authors coEisidered that the s i m i l a r i t y i n day length between 
Auttimn and Spring could be factors i n these changes but that the 
changes did not persist because day length i s decreasing i n 
Autimin ' ' • 
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Development of breeding condition i s often connected vzith the 
regime of l i g h t and darlcness t o which an animal i s subjected. 
Bissonnette ( l 932 ) caused male ferrets to have enlarged testes by 
supplementing daylight with a r t i f i c i a l l i g h t from October onwards. 
The response v/as obtained over 55 days. They did not produce 
sperm, however, even aft e r 71 (isys of t h i s treatment. Harvey and 
Macfai'lane ( l 958 ) used the f e r r e t as an experimental animal i n an 
investigation of coat shedding, but made other observations on 
weiglat and reproductive changes at the same time. The experiments 
v/ere done i n Australia. Since t h i s i s i n the Southern Hemisphere 
the normal reproductive cycle i s reversed under normal l i g h t i n g 
conditions. By completely reversing the natural seqvience of day 
lengths f o r Australia with a r t i f i c i a l l i g h t i n g , they succeeded i n 
reversing the breeding season of male f e r r e t s to v;hat i s normal 
f o r the Northern HeLiisphere. Their assessment of breeding condition 
v/as based on external examination alone so that they stated that 
t e s t i s development began about a month a f t e r the change over from 
decreasing to increasing day length. Tliis would appear to be 
incorrect as has been shown here f o r the polecat and by Allanson 
(1931) f o r the fen-et. Development of the t e s t i s i n both these 
animals began before the l i g h t regime changed, but t h i s V7as only 
detectable by the h i s t o l o g i c a l appearance of the tubules. 
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Changes i n the t e s t i s may be associated with changes i n the' 
l i g h t regime but the relationslrlp i s not a simple one since 
Creed (196O) has shorn that development of the t e s t i s i n the fox 
begins i n September and reaches a maximum i n January. Marshall 
(1961) discussed some of the other factors which may be involved 
i n birds, such as temperature, r a i n f a l l , breeding area, t e r r i t o r y , 
nests, food and behavio-aral interactions. There i s a great need 
f o r v/ork on vdld populations since captive experimental animals 
are often subject to- a variety of unlaiom factors wliich could affect 
breeding. One such factor: "affecting wild animals has been recently 
demonstrated by LocId.e (1966). He showed that some male weasels 
which v/ere not t e r r i t o r y holders at the appropriate time of the 
year f a i l e d t o come i n t o breeding condition. They did so, 
however, on acquiring a t e r r i t o r y . 
Thus, although i t seems that l i g h t may be an important 
variable w i t h wliich reprodxictive a c t i v i t y i s associated, there 
could be several other climatic, social, and n u t r i t i o n a l factors acting 
on the w i l d animal. 
Furthermore, the response to l i g h t i n mammals appears to 
d i f f e r from that i n birds, as Bissonnette.(l932) pointed out. 
Male st a r l i n g s vdth wliich he experimented were more responsive to 
l i g h t than male f e r r e t s . There are also differences betv/een species 
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e.g. t h ^ fox which begins development of the t e s t i s i n September 
and the polecat i n December. The response i s not even i d e n t i c a l 
f o r the d i f f e r e n t sexes of the same species since, i n the f e r r e t , 
w i i i l s t the male begins development i n December, the female reaches 
oestrus only some months l a t e r . 
•Donovan (19^7) i-'^ a series of e:^periments obtained some 
puzzling results f o r f e r r e t s . Females subjected to "long day" 
l i g h t i n g (16 hours l i g h t , 8 hours darl'3iess) at the end of July 
. v/ere completely i n l i i b i t e d from reaching oestrus. I f not 
corrected t h i s anoestrus lasted f o r a long time, up to 49 months 
i n one case. I t could, hov/ever, be ended by treatment f o r eight 
weeks of exposure to "short day" l i g h t i n g (8 hours darloiess, 
16 hours l i g h t ) . Females subjected to "long day" treatment i n 
August-September either behaved l i k e the July animals or reached 
oestrus rapidly v/ith a latent period of two weeks. Females given 
"long day" treatment i n October responded more noi-mally with 
oestiras i n six Yireeks. Females on "short days" from b i r t h s t i l l 
came i n t o oestrus i n the Spring follov/ing b i r t h . His conclusions 
were that the f e r r e t has eai inherent tendency to come into 
. breeding condition i n the Spring but that t h i s tendency can be 
blocked, under certain conditions, by prolong-ed illumination which 
i n h i b i t s . gonadotrophin fonnation. I f "has an inherent tendency" 
can be read as "has evolved genetically" then t h i s explanation 
would seem' reasonable, although i t leaves unresolved the problem 
of hov/ the mechanism works. 
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Hammond (1952) explored the effect of a variety of l i g h t 
regimes on the reproductive state of female f e r r e t s . He attempted 
t o i n t e r p r e t .his results i n terms of stimulators, and i n h i b i t o r s , 
although admitting that these did not explain a l l the finding-s. 
Both he and other authors mentioned the p o s s i b i l i t y of increased 
l i g h t acting by way of increased acti^/ity of the f e r r e t . Wliilst 
tb_Ls m.ay be true f o r the domestic f e r r e t i t i s almost certainly , 
not so f o r the wild polecat. The l a t t e r i s mainly nocturnal and 
thus would be more active during periods of longer darlaiess. 
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7.0 REPRODUCTION IN THE FELIALE 
6 juvenile and 6 adult reproductive tracts were obtained. 
No pregnant females were found throughout the entire study period. 
Some measurements were made on reproductive tracts and these 
are shov/n i n Table 7»01. Of more interest was the number of nipples 
found i n some of the females, especially those which had been 
recently suckling young. Details are given i n Table 7•02. I f the 
number of nipples i n recent use can be taken as indicating the 
number of young, then t h i s number varied from 6-9. 
Despite the lack of precise information i t seems reasonable 
to form some conclusions about the breeding season. Records of 
young animals are set out below. 
July 20th 6 young with milk teeth; trapped 
23rd "a l i t t e r seen" 
23rd 3 young seen 
25th "a l i t t e r " 
August 18th 1 examined which had milk teeth 
By comparison with f e r r e t s and polecat-ferret hybrids of knov/n age, 
the young with milk teeth were judged "to be 60 days old. Their 
approximate b i r t h and conception dates would have been as follows:-
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EXAMINED BIRTH CONCEPTION 
July 20th l a s t weak i n May mid-April 
August I8th • mid-June early May 
This assumes that the gestation period i s about 42 days, a figure 
widely quoted (Herter 1959)• 
Discussion. I t seems probable that most of the young were born 
i n l a t e May and June. The question has often been raised i n the 
past as to whether the polecat normally has one or two l i t t e r s . 
Assuming that conception were to occur immediately after the b i r t h 
of the f i r s t l i t t e r , a second l i t t e r would be born about mid-August 
at the e a r l i e s t . These young would be independent about October 
although s t i l l carrying some milk teeth. No young i n th i s condition 
were found during t h i s study. I t i s concluded that only one l i t t e r 
i s normally produced. 
Captive polecats and f e r r e t s are known to lose a f i r s t l i t t e r 
occasionally and i n such a s i t u a t i o n a second l i t t e r may be conceived. 
These would, however, only constitute a small proportion of a wild • 
population and would rarely be represented i n a .limited sample. 
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8.0 THE BACULUM AM) AGS PETiiSaAlNATIOH I N THE ¥ME 
46 . polecat bacvila were examined. These v/ere prepared as 
described in.'Appendix 3*011 sir dried and w e i r e d to the nearest 
1.0 mg.. The maximum length was measured to the nearest 0.1 mm. 
8.1 Appearance of the baculvmi 
The adiilt •'oaculm, .or os penis, i n P.putorius i s similar to 
that i n other mustelids (see Fig. 8.O.1). I t consists of an expanded 
Icnohbly base, a tapering shaft and a hooked t i p . The base, 
forming the proximal end, i s the point of attachment to the corpus 
caverhosum penis; the shaft bears the urethral groove running 
v e n t r a l l y along the d i s t a l h a l f ; and the hook at the t i p points 
dorsally. Viewed from the ventral side the bone i s seen to be 
asymmetrical, curving s l i g h t l y t o the l e f t near the t i p . There i s 
some in d i v i d u a l v a r i a t i o n i n the extent of the development of the 
pe t a l - l i k e processes at the t i p . There are no spiky processes 
en c i r c l i n g the basal end of the shaft as occiax i n the mink. 
I n the juvenile animal the shape and size of the baculum d i f f e r 
considerably from the foregoing description. .The base i s hardly . . 
d i s t i n c t from the shaft and has a porous appearance; whilst the 
shaft i t s e l f i s of an almost viniform thickness for the whole of i t s 
length. This d i s t i n c t i o n persists, u n t i l the animal i s , 
approximately 6-8 months old. D i f f e r i n g stages i n the baculum are 
shov/n i n Pig. 8.02. 
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Fig'.-8.01 P. putorj-gs - baculum. x 2. (approx. age 
26 months). 
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Fig. 8.02 Polecat baculum - chaages of length and shape vath 
age. Youngest baciila.on the l e f t , oldest on the 
r i ^ t . 
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As indicated above, animals up to the age of about 6-8 months 
caQ be readily distinguished from adults collected at the same time 
of year (and, therefore, at least one or more years old) by the 
appearance of the baculum. 
8.2 Chatiffes i n vreiffht and leng;th 
J i g . 8.03 shows a progressive increase i n the weight of the 
•juvenile baculum. Analysis of variance f o r the period August-
January (juveniles only Appendix 8.O3) showed that weight increased 
with time. The increase appeared to be roughly linear but v/as not 
considered to be v;orth further analysis i n view of the large range 
of sample sizes. Above about 3OO mg. the juvenile baculum becomes 
indistinguishable from the adult baculum i n terms of i t s appearance, 
and i t s vraight evidently now approximates to that of the adult 
baculm. 
Fig. 8.04Ashows the grovrth curve of the baculuin with regard to 
weight and length. I n the juveniles, there was a period of grovrfch 
where the rate of increase i n length exceeded that i n weight. This 
v/as followed by a phase when the rates of increase approached 
equality. I n the older animals growth i n length p r a c t i c a l l y 
stopped but the bone continued to increase i n weight, mainly by the 
addition of knobs on the base. These Icnobs give the baculum of the 
adult i t s characteristic appearance. 
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F i g 8.03 Monthly v a r i a t i o n i n the T/eight of the polecat 
baculum. Juvenile weights are shown joined, up 
to the beginning of January. Beyond t h i s point 
• no d i s t i n c t i o n i s made and the points represent 
mixed samples. The numbers indicate the size 
of each monthly sample. (From the' data of 
Table 8.O3). 
o- single bacula c l a s s i f i e d as "adult". 
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Fig. 8.0/lA Grovrth curve of the polecat baculum vdth regard 
to v/eight and length. The curve was f i t t e d by 
using the regression equation of the l i n e sho-im 
below. 
Pig. 8.04s Regression l i n e of length on log-jo weight f o r the 
polecat baculum. 
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8.3 Comparison, between polecat and f e r r e t 
25 f e r r e t bacula v/ere available f o r study. The curve of 
v/eigtit against length i s shovm i n Fig. 8.G5A. I t was very similar 
to that of the polecat and comparison of the regression 
c o e f f i c i e n t s (Appendix 8.O4) shov/ed that the difference between 
them was not s i g n i f i c a n t . The difference betv/een the values f o r 
the constant 'a' in'-the regression eq.uations v/as 10.58 mm. which 
meant that at any given w e i ^ t the f e r r e t bacul\jm was about t h i s 
amount shorter than the polecat baculum. This can be seen 
especially well on the curves v/hen growth i n length had ceased. 
Although the increase of v/eight and leng-th v/as similar f o r the 
tv/o- animals, the rate of increase of weight with time v/as not. Data 
fo r the f e r r e t v/as not available over the v/hole weight range so 
that a s t r i c t comparison v/as not possible. Nevertheless, a mean 
baculum v/eight of 3OO mg. V7as reached by young polecats at the age 
of approximately six months v/hilst a similar weight was reached 
by f e r r e t s only at approximately 14 months. This invalidated 
the use of f e r r e t bacula of laiown age as standards f o r estimating 
the age of polecat bacula, but indicated a s t r i k i n g difference 
between the two animals i n the rate of development of t h i s bone. 
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Fig. S.05A Growth curve of the f e r r e t baculum w i t h regard 
to weight and length. The curve was f i t t e d by 
using the regression equation of the l i n e sho\7n 
belov/. • 
F i g . 8.O5B degression l i n e of length on log^Q weiglit-for 
the f e r r e t baculum. 
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Discussion 
Several authors have explored the p o s s i b i l i t y of using the 
baculum i n mustelids as an indicator of age. This has been done 
by Deanesly• (1535) f o r I/I. errainea, by Wright (l947) f o r I/I. frenata, and 
by Popov- (1943) fo3: a variety of mustelids including P. putorius 
and P. eversmanni. More recently, comprehensive accounts have 
been presented by F r i l e y (l949) f o r Lutra c. canadensis and by 
Elder (l95l) f o r Lutreola vison. Most of these authors claimed 
to be able to distinguish only two age groups i . e . juveniles and 
adults. P r i l e y (l949)> however, claimed to be able to distinguish 
fo-or. This seems doubtful i n view of the fact that he says that 
almost h a l f of his specimens had no data at a l l attached to them, 
and the remainder had only the date on which the animal had been 
captured. 
Elder (l95l) using a sample of 242 mink bacula of known age, 
showed that the overlap between age groups older than ^^ years i s 
so great that no d i s t i n c t i o n batv/een them i s possible by means of 
the baciilum. The only usef-al d i s t i n c t i o n that he could make, and 
v/hich i s made here, i s between juveniles and adults. For the 
polecat t h i s stage ended just a f t e r the end of the calendar year 
i n which the juveniles had been born "and corresponded approximately 
to a mean baculum weight of 3OO Eig* 
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9.0 POPULATION CxWIGES 
9.1 Seasonal v a r i a t i o n i n numbers; l i f e expectancy; and sex r a t i o 
The t o t a l number of animals recorded from 1959 to I966 f o r which 
the month of the records v/as knov/n was 374» This number v/as divided 
up i n t o months of occurrence (Table 9«oO and a histogram 
constructed (Pig S.Ol). I t can be seen that over h a l f of the 
animals (54^) were recorded i n .the period from August to November 
inclusive. There seems l i t t l e doubt that t h i s peak represents 
morta l i t y amongst the annual crop of young animals. Of 32 males 
whose juvenile/adult status was determined f o r the months of July 
to January inclusive, 27 were found to be juveniles, (Less than 1 
year o l d ) . This gave a r a t i o of juvenile: adult deaths of 5«45l 
fo r the males. 
I f t h i s r a t i o i s taken as being' the actual r a t i o of juvenile 
to adult males i n the whole population, then the l i f e expectancy 
at b i r t h v/as. 8.1 months. This v/as calculated from the formula 
given by Caughley (I967) fo r a stationary population immediately 
aft e r a.restricted breeding season (Appendix $.0'i). 
. • ') • . 
There was i n s u f f i c i e n t material available for a similar 
calculation to be made f o r females. The sex r a t i o of the t o t a l 
number of animals (74) for which the sex v/as determined during 
1965-67 was 59 males: 15 females (almost exactly 4:1). 
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Fig.,9.01 Monthly v a r i a t i o n i n the number of polecats 
recorded from 1959 "to 19^6. (From the data 
i n the Total'column of Table 9.O1). 
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9*2 Causes of death 
The t o t a l number of animals f o r which the cause of death was 
known from 1959 t o I967 i n c l u s i v e was 405* The number of deaths 
from each'cause i s shown i n Table 9*02 f o r the two periods 1959-62 
and 1965-67• I t can be seen t h a t the most frequent recorded cause 
of death i n both periods .was a combination of road t r a f f i c 
accidents and t r a p p i n g (87^ and 87.8^ f o r the two periods respec-
t i v e l y ) . There must be many other causes of death i n a d d i t i o n 
t o those shown. The change of emphasis i n the two f a c t o r s between 
the two periods is , not thought t o be s i g n i i ' i c a n t , since the f i r s t period 
includes Forestry Commission records, mainly of trapped animals, 
w h i l s t the second does not. 
Two of the animals found dead showed signs of poisoning by 
an anti-coagulant poison. The poison could have been ingested by 
ea t i n g dead or dying r a t s f o l l o v / i n g i t s use f o r rodent c o n t r o l . 
Discussion • ' 
. The conclusions which can be drawn from the- preceding obser-
v a t i o n s can only be t e n t a t i v e . I t seems l i k e l y t h a t the polecat 
p o p u l a t i o n sampled during the study period consisted mainly of 
young^ animals (0-2 years o l d ) . Only 4 out of a l l the males examined 
f o r age (46) were judged t o be pos s i b l y two years o l d or more. 
Such an age s t r u c t u r e i s t y p i c a l o f a population v/hich i s i n an 
.' o 
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expanding phase. I t must be assumed t h a t , i n s p i t e of the high 
number o f j u v e n i l e deaths i n the l a t t e r h a l f of each year, a 
s u f f i c i e n t number of young survived t o the breeding season not 
only t o maintain the population but even to augment i t . This 
viev/ i s supported by the observed inci-ease i n the area of 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of the species ( c . f . Section 4 « 0 ) • 
The observed sex r a t i o of 4 males: 1 female i s d i f f i c u l t 
t o account f o r but a s i m i l a r s i t u a t i o n has o f t e n been observed 
i n mustelids. Yeager ( l 950) recorded a r a t i o of 33 males: 
6 females i n the pine-marten, amongst the oldest 2O7B of the 
p o p u l a t i o n . I n the stoat Deanesley (1935) found 6 1 ^ of males;' 
and F l i n t o f f (1935) found 63^ of 6,221 examined. Elder ( l945)> 
also f o r the s t o a t , found 80^ males when the population was low 
and 60;^ when i t was in c r e a s i n g . 
Herter (1959) s a i d ( t r a n s l a t e d from the German) "most 
authors are of the opinion Jhat, f o r the European polecat, there 
are more males than females". He also quoted from Volcanezki 
(1935) "tiie sex r a t i o of f o u r l i t t e r s of steppe-polecats ( t o t a l of 
53 afiiraals) as 1.4 males: 1 female. 
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I t was not possible i n the present study t o discover whether 
the sex r a t i o observed i n the sample was t r u e f o r the whole 
p o p u l a t i o n or not. I t has been argued (e.g. Wynne-Edwards 1962. 
pp 108-109) t h a t the males i n t e r r i t o r y h olding animals, such as 
the p o l e c a t , move about more widely than the females i n the 
process o f defending and marking the t e r r i t o r y . ' They are caught 
more f r e q u e n t l y i n t r a p s as a r e s u l t . I t i s not known, hov/ever, 
whether there are more males i n t h e population i n a d d i t i o n t o t h i s . 
I t i s ' p ossible t h a t there was heavier s e l e c t i o n a c t i n g against 
the females d u r i n g ' j u v e n i l e l i f e . . The sexual dimorphism which was 
evident i n the a d u l t ( c . f . Section 5•2) i s q u i t e marked even before 
the young leave the nest. Food shortage and overcrowding could 
.well a l t e r the balance i n favour of the males. I f t h i s e f f e c t 
r e i n f o r c e d an unequal sex r a t i o ' a t b i r t h i t c o u l d ' p a r t i a l l y 
e x p l a i n the observed excess of males. 
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10.0 DIST 
Food, remains from a t o t a l of 38 stomachs v;ere exaained as 
described i n Appendix 3 - 0 1 . Use was made of the key devised by 
Day (1966) .for i d e n t i f y i n g mammal h a i r s . Some of the i n s e c t s were 
k i n d l y i d e n t i f i e d by P. M. M i l e s . 
' i d Prey species The follo\7ing items were i d e n t i f i e d : -
IjiUvMALS 
bro\rn hare ' - Le?us europaeus 
or 
r a b b i t - Or^/'ctola-'^iis cuniculus ) 
v;ater-vole A r v i c o l a amploibius-
s h o r t - t a i l e d vole Microtus a g r e s t i s 
vrood mouse Apodemus s y l v a t i c u s 
hedgehog Erinaceus europae'as 
) cannot be separated 
on h a i r features 
BIRDS 
Ai^ffHIBIi'd'TS AMD' EBPTlLES 
common f r o g Rana teraporaria 
common l i z a r d Lacerta v i v i p a r a 
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IIWjiiRTSBIUTES 
These included: Lepidoptera - Amathes (goctua) probably 
xaxitho,gyapha - larvae 
B i p t e r a - Kematocera - t i p x i l i d larvae 
• . Kymenoptera - Bomfaus sp. adu l t 
Goleoptera - a d u l t s 
I n s e c t eggs - presumably from c a r r i o n 
Phalaiigidae - a d i i l t 
There was also much p l a n t m a t e r i a l , most of i t i n small 
q u a n t i t i e s aaad pres'umably taken i n a c c i d e n t a l l y w h i l s t e a t i n g prey. 
Iv'Iiscellaneous i'tems inclioded sheep's v/ool, suet and stones. 
10.2 Frequency o f occurrence of prey 
There i s no e n t i r e l y s a t i s f a c t o r y v/ay of presenting i n f o r m a t i o n 
of t h i s s o r t , so t h a t the f i n d i n g s o f t h i s study are set out below 
i n two ways. The frequency of various items i s shoT,7n as a 
percentage of stomachs w i t h contents and also as a percentage of 
the' t o t a l number of prey items found i n the study. V i s u a l 
assessment ox the q u a n t i t i e s of remains found showed th a t mammals 
and ampliibiaas appeared t o be the most important. The q.uantity o f 
i n v e r t e b r a t e remains was small, even though the frequency of 
occurrence was high* Many of them xiexe probably already p a r t of 
stomach contents of f r o g s and rodents eaten. • . ' 
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B r i t a i n 1965-6? 
1^ 
stomachs prey 
Mammals 52.6 35-1 
|- . 
1 B i r d s 
21.0 14.0 
Amphibians and 
Re p t i l e s 
39.5 26.3 
I n v e r t e b r a t e s 36.8 , 24.6 
Plants 42.1 0 
Ivliscellaneous 10.5 0 
Discussion. A t a b l e such as t h a t presented above i s only a g'oide 
t o the s o r t of food t h a t an animal eats. I d e a l l y the i n f o r m a t i o n 
which i s r e q u i r e d i s what p r o p o r t i o n of the animals t o t a l energy 
reo^uirements -are being supplied by each prey species. 
An advance on the methods used here was described by Lockie 
(1959) f o r foxes and ( l 9 . 6 l ) the pine-marten. He worked out a number 
of c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r s which v;hen m u l t i p l i e d by the dry weight of 
various food remains gave the o r i g i n a l f r e s h weight of prey eaten. 
Other v t t i t e r s have used simpler methods although Englund 
(1965a and b) f o r foxes, meas-ored the wet volume of food remains. 
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Very l i t t l e has been recorded about - the d i e t of polecats, 
c e r t a i n l y not i n B r i t a i n . For Finland K a l e l a (l940) s a i d 
( t r a n s l a t e d from the German) t h a t d u r i n g snow f r e e periods " 
the m a j o r i t y withdraw t o water-sides, pastures, and marshes, even 
'those which are d i s t a n t from (human) settlements. On these 
" n a t u r a l " biotopes a v a r i e d d i e t i s .available i n the summer - small 
mammals, jornig b i r d s , f i s h and frogs,- t o .name only the most 
important components." Herter' (l959) mentioned the polecat's 
l i k i n g f o r v/ater and added, ( t r a n s l a t e d from the German) -
"This can be accomted f o r by the many fr o g s wliich occur i n t h i s 
moist h a b i t a t . On the other hand, however, Usinger ( l93l) and 
others have h e l d t h a t polecats i n ' c a p t i v i t y e v i d e n t l y p r e f e r 
warm-blooded v e r t e b r a t e s and i n s e c t s t o f r o g s , which I can 
confirm from my ovm e:rperience. Perhaps amphibians are a s o r t 
of reserve food supply f o r w i l d polecats". Both authors agreed 
t h a t polecats seek out hmian h a b i t a t i o n s i n the w i n t e r , a t t r a c t e d 
mainly by r a t s and mice, but o f t e n s t e a l i n g eggs and p o u l t r y as 
w e l l . 
K r a t o c h v i l (l952) examined 70 stom.achs o f the European and 
steppe-polecat (the p r p p o r t i o n o f each i s not stated) d u r i n g the 
w i n t e r o f 1951-52..'. i n Czechoslovakia and gave some f i g u r e s f o r 
P.putorius. 
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Grigor'ev, Teplov and T i c h v i n s l c i i ( l 9 3 l ) (quoted i n Ognev, 
1962) gave f i g u r e s f o r P. p u t o r i u s i n the Soviet Union over the 
pe r i o d 1928-30 ( l 4 9 stomachs examined). The two sets of f i g u r e s 
are sho^rn. belov/ w i t h some of the categories combined. 
Czechoslovakia 
io prey items 
1951-52 
Soviet 
io t o t a l 
Union 
stomachs 
1928-29 1929-30 
Mamraals 50.8 46.6 71.6 
B i r d s 5.9 11.5 10.0 
Amphibians and 17-6 24.9 r e p t i l e s 8.9 
F i s h - 1-9 14-1 
I n s e c t s 11.7 -
S t r i c t comparison of these various f i n d i n g s i s impossible but 
i t seems t h a t the b u l k of the polecat's food i s made up of small 
•mammals, c h i e f l y rodents, w i t h ampliibians and r e p t i l e s (mainly 
the former) aaicing up much o f the remainder. The p r o p o r t i o n of 
b i r d s found i n the present study T-;as r a t h e r higher than i n the 
published f i g u r e s but t h i s i s not considered t o be of great 
s i g n i f i c a n c e . I n s e c t s v,'ere talcen f r e q u e n t l y but not i n any q u a n t i t y . 
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11.0 PARASITES 
Tlie various g-roups o f p a r a s i t e s are l i s t e d below w i t h any 
r e l e v a n t comments. 
Ectoparasites consisted e n t i r e l y o f f l e a s (SiPhonaPtera) and 
t i c k s (Mestatigmata). The former v;ere i d e n t i f i e d by means of the 
key provided by Smit ( l 9 5 7 ) ; 'the l a t t e r v/ere very k i n d l y 
i d e n t i f i e d by S. J. C. Page. 
11.1 Siphonaptera ( w i t h comments on d i s t r i b u t i o n from Smit 1957a) 
Archaeopsylla e r i n a c e i e r i n a c e i Bouche. 
8 9 9 talcen from one host. P r i n c i p a l and only host i s the 
hedg-ehog so t h a t these were presumably s t r a g g l e r s , probably 
acquired from prey. New host r e c o r d . 
Hosopsyllus fa.sciatus Bosc. 
1 9 Common tlrrougiiout the B r i t i s h I s l e s on Rattus SPP. but 
also on the wood-mouse, house-mouse and s h o r t - t a i l e d v o l e . 
FJiadinopsylla pentacantha. Rothschild 
1 9 F a i r l y common i n B r i t i s h I s l e s on voles and the wood-
mouse . • 
• Paraceras melis m e l i s . Wallcer 
• 27 99 , 6 d'd' A l l from one host. Coromon England, Wales and 
• I r e l a i i d p r i n c i p a l l y on the badger but also on-the f o x . ?;ew 
' host r e c o r d . This number o f f l e a s could not be strag-glers 
but must have e i t h e r been acqiJiired from a badger s e t t i h 
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wliich the polecat had talcen up residence or coiild 
conceivably have been breeding- i n the polecat's own den. 
. The size o f the i n f e s t a t i o n v/as most unusual. 
Of a l l the B r i t i s h mustelids the badg^er i s the only one wMch 
could- be said t o have a permanent home. I t i s also the only one 
which .has a f l e a s p e c i f i c t o i t s e l f and v d t h v/hich i t i s o f t e n 
i n f e s t e d i . e . P.m.melis. The other mustelids, the polecat included, 
occuTjy dens wliich are only seasonal. They r a r e l y have f l e a s on 
t h e i r bodies except those r e c e n t l y acquired from prey. 
11.2 Metastigmata Tvro species o f t i c k s were found. These were 
Ixodes hexs^onus Leach- 1815 and Ixodes canisiiga Joh-nston I 849 . 
The numbers and stages o f each t i c k which were found are sliov.-n i n 
Table 11.21. ' 
I . canisufi-a occurs mainly on dogs and foxes, although i t has 
also been recorded from the sheep, f e r r e t , mole, horse, badg-er and 
r e d - s q u i r r e l : also from nests o f the sand-martin..- This occurrence 
on the polec a t appears t o be a new ho-st r e c o r d . 
I.hexagonus the Hedgehog Tick, has a wide range 'of hosts i n 
B r i t a i n ( A r t h u r 1953)- One or more stag-es have been recorded from 
the hedgehog, s t o a t , weasel, f o x , badger, o t t e r , and po l e c a t . I t 
i s s a i d t o liave s p r i n g and auttmin pealcs of a c t i v i t y . 
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Endoparasites were found i n only three i n d i v i d \ i a l s . A l l were 
k i n d l y i d e n t i f i e d by Dr. C-v/endolen Rees. 
11.3 Cestoda Two animals had r e s p e c t i v e l y one and two i n d i v i d u a l s 
of the tapeworm Taenia t e n u i c o l l i s Rudolphi 1819- This species has 
•previously been recorded from the s t o a t , weasel and European 
polecat on the Continent. I t also occurs i n the mink i n North 
America. Intermediate hosts i n Europe are Microtus a r v a l i s and 
Talpa. europaea. 
11.4 Nematoda 
One animal had a number of nematodes i n the stomach. These 
v/ere.Molineus patens Day 1815, a p a r a s i t e found i n Europe, Asia, 
and North America i n a v a r i e t y of mustelid hosts i n c l u d i n g P.putorius 
and Vormela saxma.tica. 
One s k T J i l l was found t o have erosion of the bone i n the supra-
o r b i t a l r e g i o n t y p i c a l o f t h a t caused by the nematode Skr.iabingyrlus 
n a s i c o l a Leuckart I 842 . This p a r a s i t e occurs i n the f r o n t a l 
sinuses o f a v a r i e t y of m u s t e l i d hosts. Intejcmediate hosts i n 
B r i t a i n are not lcnoyfli, but elsewhere l a r v a l stages have been 
recorded from several species of slugs and s n a i l s . I t s occurrence 
i n the'polecat has'been recorded by Lewis ( l 9 6 7 ) . . 
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11-5 i.Iicro-organi sms 
One animal had an extensive abscess o f the head and neck 
r e g i o n , w i t h involvement of the r i g h t eye and erosion of the bone. 
A, swab from the i n f e c t i v e m a t e r i a l was IcLndly examined by t l i s s 
Bernice Caul, who recorded the f o l l o w i n g observations:-
Gram s t a i n i n g shovred the presence of Gram p o s i t i v e c o c c i . 
Gram negative rods, and Gram negative filamentous rods. 
Aerobic cult-ure shovred a haemolytic c o l i f o r m (C-raa -ve 
rods) i n p r o f u s i o n ; and a fe?/ non-haemolyiiic s t r e p t o c o c c i 
• ' ( t h e C-ram.+ve c o c c i ) . 
• Anaerobic culti-ire produced the sane organism.s. Fusiformis 
( t h e Gram - ve filamentous rods) f a i l e d t o grov; i n c u l t u r e 
but was probably the cause of the pus. 
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GE]\]EHAL DISCUSSION .m CONCLUSIONS 
There i s s t i l l much to be learned about the polecat P.putorius 
both i n B r i t a i n and i n Continental E"arope. However, i t i s f e l t 
t h a t the vcork described i n the previous sections has e l u c i d a t e d 
many d e t a i l s about this animal which were not p r e v i o u s l y known. 
There i s l i t t l e doubt t h a t the polecat i s undergoing a p e r i o d 
of expansion i n B r i t a i n at the present time both i n area and 
numbers. I t can be assumed t h a t t h i s e^qjansion i s due t o some 
change which has produced an increase i n the b i r t h r a t e , a decrease 
i n the death r a t e , or b o t h . One f a c t o r which must be considered 
i n t h i s context i s the r e d u c t i o n i n the number of g i n - t r a p s i n 
use-. Before the f i r s t epidemic of myxomatosis i n B r i t a i n , i n 
1.9543 tens o f thousands o f these traps were used by trappers t o 
supply r a b b i t s f o r the comiiiercial market. Pembrokeshire, 
Carinarthenslure and south Cardiganshire were amongst the most 
important areas i n B r i t a i n f o r t h i s t r a d e . I t was common 
practice., when d e a l i n g w i t h any p a r t i c u l a r area, t o begin by 
t r a p p i n g a l l the l o c a l ground predators, e s p e c i a l l y s t o a t s , 
Y/easels,. foxes and polecats. T l i i s was done t o prevent damag'e 
to trapped r a b b i t s which wo-uld have reduced t h e i r market value. 
This proced-ure was so e f f e c t i v e t h a t stoats and weasels were 
considered t o be l o c a l l y e x t i n c t i n West Y/ales as r e c e n t l y as 
1952. (Matthews 1952'). ' . 
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The f i r s t mjocomatosis epidemic so reduced r a b b i t numbers i n 
B r i t a i n t h a t commercial t r a i ) p i n g v/as no longer economJ-cal. I t was 
t h i s factor., and not the subsequent l e g i s l a t i o n i n 1958, which 
reduced the riomber of g i n - t r a p s being used. They are s t i l l 
v/idely used i n small nuzubers p a r t l y f o r catching hares, r a b b i t s 
and r a t s , but mainly f o r d e s t r o y i n g mammal and b i r d predators on 
lar g e e s t a t e s . As a r e s u l t o f the disappearance o f v/holesale 
t r a p p i n g of r a b b i t s , s toats and weasels appear t o have been-
r e - e s t a b l i s l i i n g themselves d u r i n g the l a s t t en years i n \7est Wales, 
and polecats are common once more. The w i l d cat seems "to be 
mald.ng a s i m i l a r recovery i n Scotland. I t seems l i k e l y t h a t the 
polecat will fuxthar extend i t s range i n the near f u t u r e , probably 
i n t o the p a r t s of Pembrokesliire v/here i t does not y e t occur; and 
•possibly i n t o C-lamorgansliire a l s o . 
The g i n t r a p was almost c e r t a i n l y responsible f o r the 
ext e r m i n a t i o n o f the polecat i n Scotland xfhexe the animal was 
i n t e n s i v e l y trapped f o r fvx d u r i n g the nineteenth century. 
Ritciaie (l920) published a ^ a p h showing the number o f skins on 
sale and t h e i r value a t the^ Dumfries Fur Market from I83O t o 1875. 
The nmber f e l l s teeply d u r i n g t h i s period and t h e i r p r i c e rose 
as they became scarcer. By I87O there v/ere no skins oh sale and 
polecats were v i r t u a l l y e x t i n c t i n Scotland. Four s-uivivors were 
caught i n the e a r l y p a r t o f the present century. .These were the' 
animals described as a S c o t t i s h sub-species by Tet l e y ( 1945) . 
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I n Europe P. p u t o r i u s has a very extensive d i s t r i b u t i o n wliich 
i s also expanding a t present but f o r d i f f e r e n t reasons t o t h a t 
suggested above. I t s spread i n Finland i s e x c e p t i o n a l l y w e l l 
docuraented and has been described by K a l e l a {^%0^, 1948; 1952). 
He showed t h a t i t s spread from the 1880's t o the 1930's coincided 
v/ith a long-term chang^e i n the climate v/hich gave r a t h e r warmer 
w i n t e r s w i t h less s n o w f a l l . He believed t h a t snow cover and lox! 
v/inter temperatures i n t e r f e r e d w i t h the polecat's food supply at 
a c r i t i c a l time of the year. They do not h\mt small rodents 
benea.th the snow i n the way t h a t stoats and weasels do and 
f r e e z i n g temperatures- cause a shortage o f f r o g s , which are another 
important i t e m of d i e t . The.number of polecats ca-ught i n Finland 
dropped t o one t e n t h o f . i t s previous value a f t e r the hard winters 
of the years from 1939 t o 1942. During the w i n t e r polecats tend 
to move t o the p r o x i m i t y of human h a b i t a t i o n s where r a t s and mice 
axe abundant. 
Winter temperatures i n Wales are r e l a t i v e l y h igh and snowfall 
i s u s u a l l y l i g h t , e s p e c i a l l y along the c o a s t a l b e l t . I t i s 
u n l i k e l y t h a t c l i m a t i c f a c t o r s of the s o r t described above would 
ever l i m i t the area of d i s t r i b u t i o n of the polecat i n Wales, yet 
an a s s o c i a t i o n v/ith farm o u t b u i l d i n g s • d-uring the w i n t e r has been 
-observed here a l s o . I n Scotland v/inters are r e l a t i v e l y severe, 
e s p e c i a l l y - i n the Highlands, and t h i s -fact may w e l l have t i p p e d 
the balance against the polecat d u r i n g the l a s t century v/hen 
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trapping v/as already causing a decline i n numbers. Although 
rats' and mice are often the main a t t r a c t i o n around farms i n the •. 
vanter, the polecat i s sometimes g u i l t y of destroyiiog poultry as 
w e l l . Such.damage i s uncommon, however, and the offending aaimal 
can usually be dealt v/ith easily by trapping. There seems 
l i t t l e j u s t i f i c a t i o n , on the other hand, f o r indiscriminate 
trapping of the sort which most large estates s t i l l employ 
against predators. 
Heptner (1964) regarded the pattern of d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
P. putorius and P. eversmanni i n Europe and Asia as representing 
the closing stages of an h i s t o r i c a l process. The ancestral 
polecat population v/as once continuous across Eurasia with 
considerable v a r i a t i o n i n form from vrest to east. The forms at 
either end of t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n were probably very•different so 
that, T/hen glaciation interrupted the continuity of the area during 
the P l e i s t o c e n e t h e tvro separated populations evolved in t o 
divergent races. These met one another when the ice retreated 
and althoiagh they were capable of hybridising they generally 
remained reproductively isolated because of t h e i r differences 
i n habitat preference. This s t i l l remains true even thou^i t h e i r 
areas of d i s t r i b u t i o n now overlap to a considerable extent. 
Hybrid populations are not known even though hybrid individuals 
do sometimes occur, nor has there, been any destruction or displace-
ment of one species by the other. . Thus they can be regarded as 
well defined species. 
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The population i n B r i t a i n presumably represents the extreme 
v/estem end of the o r i g i n a l d i s t r i b u t i o n , isolated since the 
disappearance of the land bridge to Europe.' I t V7puld be surprising 
i f some differences could not, therefore, be detected between 
polecats i n B r i t a i n and those i n Continental Europe. Differences 
i n physical dimensions have already been discussed i n Section 5'2. 
I n addition i t i s possible that the frequency of occurrence of 
the complete frontal, band pattern of the face, discussed i n Section 
5.1, may d i f f e r i n the two areas. This was the sort of d i s t i n c t i o n 
which was suggested by Pocock (193^) but he v/as loolcing- f o r an 
absolute c r i t e r i o n whereas t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n i s only r e l a t i v e , as 
has been shown. I t i s possible that the frequency of the complete 
band may be related to temperature i n the way that the colour 
change of the stoat from brov/n to white i s . 
I t has often been.said that the polecat no longer .exists as 
a definable species i n B r i t a i n because of the way that the stock 
has hybridised w i t h escaped f e r r e t s . The consistent uniformity 
of both coat pattern and s k u l l features foimd i n t h i s study show 
that, v/hatever number of f e r r e t s may have mixed into the polecat 
stock, t h e i r characteristic features have been swamped by a 
vigorous native population. I n t h i s connexion i t i s interesting 
to note the very low frequency of the "red" var-iety i n the present 
study. Although the variety i s said to have arisen i n the 
Tregaron Bog area around the turn of the century and even to 
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have spread northv/ards along the coast f o r some time, there are 
fev/ recent records.' The single record i n the present study i s 
the f i r s t from t h i s p a r t i c u l a r l o c a l i t y since.another s o l i t a r y 
record i n 1926. The gene f o r t h i s colour variety i s recessive 
to black. 
The lack of va r i a t i o n i n the w i l d animal i s easily 
understandable. Apart from recessive g-enes f o r such features as 
erythrism and albinism, v a r i a t i o n i n v;ild animals i s usually of 
a small order since only minor deviations from the best adapted 
form are s t i l l able to compete successfully. I n c a p t i v i t y , 
however, maxTy features can be retained and developed which would 
be harmful i n the w i l d but i n t h i s s i t u a t i o n are "neutral" or even 
b e n e f i c i a l . Thus the f e r r e t occurs i n a wide variety of colours 
and sizes; i t i s also d i f f e r e n t i n behaviour to the polecat, being 
easily handled and less ready to b i t e . I t has been suggested that 
the tameness of the f e r r e t i s due to the reduction i n the size of 
i t s brain but no evidence f o r t h i s has been presented. I t would 
be i n t e r e s t i n g to know what part of the brain,- i f any, i s affected 
by the po s t - o r b i t a l constriction. 
The differences found i n t h i s study between polecat and f e r r e t 
skulls throw l i t t l e f u rther l i g h t on the relationship of the two 
forms to one another and to the Asiatic polecat, although they are 
most i n t e r e s t i n g from the point of view of s k u l l development. 
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Attention i n the past has been concentrated on the post-orbital 
c o n s t r i c t i o n , which the Asiatic polecat and f e r r e t have i n common, 
as i n d i c a t i n g a close relationsliip betv/een these tv/o. Hovvever, as 
pointed out by Ashton and Thomson (l954) there are other less 
obvious features to be considered. Their results tended to show 
a closer relationship between the f e r r e t and the European polecat. 
Heptner (19^4) regarded the Asiatic polecat as representing a 
more specialised carnivore than the European species since i t eats 
mainly large rodents such as g-round squirrels and marmots. He 
thouglit that t h i s was the reason fo r i t s bigger slcull ridges and 
wider zygomatic arches. • Further work on v/ild populations of both 
species of polecat, and • experimental crossing of each one vath the 
f e r r e t , v/oxild be of great morphological and evolutionary in t e r e s t . 
The lack of specialisation sho\7n by the polecat i s probably 
one of the reasons f o r i t s successful persistance i n areas where 
trapping pressure has always been I07/, as i s the case i n most of 
mid-Wales. A variety of suitable habitats exist i n t h i s area 
p a r t i c i i l a r l y marginal land, small v/oodlands and wide hedgebanks. 
These habitats contain a great number of prey species vrell suited 
to the polecat's a b i l i t i e s as a hunter. I t probably r e l i e s heavily 
on scent and hearing- when hunting. Sight i s only used at close 
range so that i t does not specialise i n the capture of fast moving 
prey as does the stoat, f o r example (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1955)' 
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.JOn f i r s t comparing the polecat and minic the trio appear to be 
very similar both i n general appearance and behaviour. I t might be 
thougiit, therefore, that they v/ould come i n t o direct competition 
with each other .wherever they occur tog-ether i n the same area. 
From observations i n south-v/est Y/ales, the only part of B r i t a i n • 
where both are found, t h i s does not appear to be the case. 
Polecats exploit the food resources of a wide variety of habitats 
and although they frequently hunt on wet ground and along r i v e r 
barJxs, they do not normally pursue prey i n the v/ater. Minlc, 
however, are not only capable of u t i l i s i n g t e r r e s t r i a l prey species 
but also hunt i n the water. They are adapted f o r swimming by 
having p a r t l y webbed hind-feet and' probably have other sensory and 
physiological adaptations. Their swimming a b i l i t y enables them to 
hunt -aater-fowl and they also catch f i s h v/ith great dexterity so 
that, whilst t h e i r diet almost certainly overlaps to some extent 
\Tith that of the polecat, they are able to exploit a food, supply 
which i s not readily available to the l a t t e r . I t seems l i k e l y , 
•therefore, that there i s l i t t l e competition between the two species, 
and no reason f o r supposing that the minlc w i l l displace the polecat, 
but close f i e l d studies would be very v;orth wMle. 
More information i s also needed about the reproductive cycle, 
especially that of the female since t h i s must have an important 
e f f e c t on population structure and balance. Causes of death are 
l i t t l e understood,. not only i n the polecat but i n scarcely any 
Y/ild animal. Pood supply dviring the winter must often be a 
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l i m i t i n g factor and possibly parasites .and disease may be too. 
Trapping probably now accounts f o r only a small proportion of 
polecat deaths i n B r i t a i n but both i t and the Asiatic polecat are 
trapped extensively f o r f u r both i n Europe and Asia. Figures 
kindly supplied by a London f i r m of hide brokers (Anning, 
Chadwick and Kiver Ltd.) show, that they alone handled 120,000 
slcins of the European polecat from the Soviet; Union and 
Czechoslovald.a during the f i v e years 1962-67. This must only be 
a proportion of the t o t a l output, unless numbers have been very 
much reduced, since Generosov (l926) gave a figure of 149>000 
pelts exported from European Russia i n the one year of 1925» 
NeYertheless these figures do give- some idea of the vast scale of 
commercial trapping operations which may be affecting- polecat 
numoers. 
There seems l i t t l e fear that the polecat w i l l ever again 
be subjected to t h i s sort of pressure i n B r i t a i n and i t appears 
to have a secure place amongst the native fauna within the 
foreseeable futiore at least. 
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1. The polecat, Putorius putorius (L). was investigated i n • 
B r i t a i n from 19^5 "to 1967 ' I'^ s^ occurrence was. found to be 
confined.to Wales and the English Border Counties, but i t i s 
considered to be i n an expanding pliase both with regard to 
numbers and area of d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
2. Physical features, are described. The coat pattern was found 
to be uniform and d i f f e r e n t to that of the closely related 
f i t c h f e r r e t . Variations i n the face pattern were found to 
correspond with summer and winter coats. 
3. .Body dimensions were recorded. These were s l i g h t l y smaller 
than those of animals from Continental Europe, by comparison 
vath published figures. An annual cycle was observed f o r male 
body weight. I t i s suggested that t h i s was due to the 
accumulation and dispersal of f a t and was related to the 
breeding season. 
4. Comparison of polecat and f e r r e t s k u l l dimensions showed that 
the polecat had a somewhat broader slcull than the f e r r e t . 
Possible reasons f o r t h i s are discussed. Juveniles of both 
forms had a g-reater breadth and volume of the braincase than 
the adults. . A possible explaiiation f o r t h i s i s suggested. 
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5. The male v/as shorn to have a re s t r i c t e d breeding season wliich 
was at i t s height from March to May. Development of the ' • 
t e s t i s began i n December whilst day length was s t i l l decreasing. 
Some details of female reproduction are presented. 
6. The polecat baculum i s described.. I t was investigated as a 
guide to age and shown to be of some value f o r t h i s purpose 
during part of the year. The grovrth of the baculiM i n the 
polecat i s compared with that i n tlae f e r r e t . 
7. Variation i n numbers, causes of death, and the sex r a t i o are 
discussed. 
8. The diet was investigated and found to consist mainly of small 
rodents, amphibians, and birds, v;ith some insects. A l i s t of 
prey species i s given. 
9. ' External and i n t e r n a l parasites are l i s t e d . 
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Note on s t a t i s t i c a l methods 
Data were treated by normal procedures v/hich are described i n 
standard texts. The test f o r normality i s given i n Goulden (1956). 
The significance of changes taking place with time were 
assessed by analysis of variance i n which the' t o t a l variation 
.present was sub-divided into 
i ) that which measured variation betv/een groups 
i i ) that v/hich measured variation between individuals vri.thin 
groups i . e . error va r i a t i o n . 
The relationship betv/een baculum weight and length was i n the 
form of a curve (Figs 8.01A and 8.02A). . The data for weight was 
transformed to log^Q weight and regression analysis carried out on 
the transformed data (Figs. 8.01B and 8.02B). The curve v/as drav/n 
by transforming back from log-io weight. The difference betv/een the 
regression coefficients v/as tested by j o i n t regression analysis. 
, The means and standard errors f o r s k u l l and other dimensions 
were calculated by normal procedures using a programme devised, f o r 
an O l i v e t t i Programma desk computer. Variances and sums of squares 
were obtained at the same time and used f o r comparing means. 
Variance r a t i o tests were used to decide v/hether comparison was va l i d 
and differences between means v/ere assessed by t- t e s t s . 
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The conventional significance level (P <0.05) has.been 
accepted f o r most of the procedures but f o r comparison of sk u l l 
dimensions a more, stringent c r i t e r i o n was used (P <0.02). 
The tables and appendices are marked with significance as 
follows:-
3E P = 0.05 > 0.01 
3£S P = 0.01 > 0.001 
3E3QE P r. 0 . 0 0 l > 
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V 
APPENDIX 3.01 GENERAL fffiiTHODS 
1. A s e r i a l number was assigned and the sex, date of capture, 
l o c a l i t y , O.S. Grid Reference and name of sender entered onto an 
index card,, together with any relevant details. 
2. The fur.was examined and brushed f o r ectoparasites. Any 
found were put into.70$S alcohol to be i d e n t i f i e d l a t e r . 
3. The animal was weighed (nearest 1.0 gm.) and the head and body, 
t a i l , and hind-foot lengths measured. The f i r s t two were found by 
placing pins at the nose t i p , pelvis, and t a i l t i p with the animal 
f l a t on i t s back. The pins were then removed and the distances 
between them measured with a steel tape (nearest O.5 cm.). The 
hind-foot was measured with a caliper (nearest 1.0 mm.). 
4. External reproductive details were noted. 
5. The pe l t was removed, stripped of fle s h and fat,.and dried 
on a v/ooden frame. 4O pelts were retained and a further 25 
discgirded a f t e r observations had been made on them. 
6. The body cavity was opened and the gut removed. The ,stomach 
. and int e s t i n e v/ere opened int o a sieve. Any internal parasites 
v/ere removed, and s o l i d food remains- were preserved for l a t e r 
examination. 
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7. • The reproductive condition was examined as.described i n 
Appendix 6.01. 
8. The l e f t humerus, l e f t femur, skull, and baculum i n the'males, 
were put into 5^ ammonia f o r at least-24 hours to soften the flesh 
and then boiled and brushed clean. They were bleached with 
hydrogen peroxide. \7here long bones were missing from the l e f t 
side, those from the r i g h t were substituted. 
9. A number of f e r r e t skulls, bacula and skins was prepared f o r 
comparison with those of the polecat. 
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Appendix 5-4 SIOJLL I.EAS'iIREivISi^ ITS 
The nifflibers of skulls available f o r examination were as 
follov/s:-
JTr/"ENILE ADIEiT 
MALE . FST/iALE liALE PE!->-IALE 
POLECAT 6 3 31 7 
FEPJIST 5 6 19 10 
A series of raeas-urements v/as made on each sk u l l similar to those 
made by Ashton and Thomson (l954) on the B r i t i s h Museum collec t i o n . 
Tv/o of t h e i r measurements were omitted because the exact method of 
measurement v/as i n doubt. An additional measurement v/as introduced. 
This v/as the vol-ume of the braincase which was measured by f i l l i n g 
the s k u l l cavity v/ith fine,.dry s i l v e r sand which was then poured 
i n t o a lOml. or 25ml. graduated cylinder. The method was accurate 
to about ± 0.1ml. 
Skulls were considered to be s t i l l juvenile v/hen- any one of 
the sut-ures - nasal-maxillary, basal, or palatal - v/as open. This 
placed the age of maturity higher than that set by'Ashton and 
Thomson (l954) since Ashton (pers. comm.) stated that t h e i r 
c r i t e r i o n f o r juveniles was the retention of milk teeth. Tables 
5.41 A-E shov/ the means and standard errors f o r the measurements made. 
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Comparisons of means were made by variance r a t i o s and t-tests. f o r 
each sex separately. The variance r a t i o was exceeded i n 12 out 
of 130 comparisons which meant that these means could not be 
properly compared. The polecat and f e r r e t were compared; -also 
adults and juveniles of each form. 
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APPEMDIX 6.01 EXAIvIIMTIOI^ OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGAJfS 
MLE 
1. The external appearance of the testes was noted. There was 
found, to be no scrotum but outside the breeding season the testes 
were small and lay well below the surface of the skin, embedded 
i n the abdominal f a t . As they enlarged during the breeding season 
they came to l i e nearer the skin so that they showed as v i s i b l e 
sv/ellings on the surface. 
2. V/hen the skin was removed the gross appearance of the testes 
was noted. 
3. Each t e s t i s with i t s associated epididymis was dissected free, 
cut loose from the vas deferens, and the connective tissue capsule 
removed. 
4. A cut v/as made inj?ne epididymis and the exuding f l u i d examined 
f o r sperm under a microscope, 
5. Both testes were'placed i n aqueous Bouin's solution to f i x 
them. IVhen fixe d they were removed, blotted free of surplus 
f i x a t i v e and weighed (nearest 1.0 mg.) 
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6. Selected testes were sectioned and stained with.haematoxylin 
and eosin f o r h i s t o l o g i c a l study. Diameters of t e s t i s tubules 
were measured on these sections with a micrometer eye-piece. 
FEi'L^ LE 
1. The vulva was examined and measured 
2. The state of the nipples was examined and they were checked f o r 
l a c t a t i o n . ' • 
3. On opening the hody^ cavity the state of the reproductive t r a c t 
was noted i n s i t u . The uterus was measured and examined f o r 
embryo swellings. Mammary tissue was noted. 
4. The ovaries were examined f o r corpora lutea swellings. 
Appendix 5-41. Calculation of moments fo r length of male polecat 
s k u l l (prosthion to o c c i p i t a l condyles). 
i n t e r v a l f 
. (mm.) 
d f d f d ^ f6? f d ^ 
• 58-59 1 -4 - 4 16 -64 256 
60-61 1 -3 - 3 9 . -27 81 
62-63 6 -2 -12 24 -48 96 
64-65 5 . -1 - 5 5 - 5 5 
66-67 16 
68-69' 7 1 7 7 7 7 
70-71 5 2 10 20 40 80 
72-73 3 3 9 27 • 81 243 
= 44 2 108 -16 768 
ap 3-2} a3, a^ ^ 0.0455 2.454 -0.364 17.45 
v-i, V2, V3, v^(moments)0.0455 2.452 -0.699 17.546 
^ 3 = -0.699 
2.452^/2 
0.07^ 
^ 4 = 17.546 
2.452^ = 
2.918 
I\T.B.<=*^  3 = 0 f o r the normal or any symmetrical d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
<^ ^ = 3 f o r the normal curve. 
Item df MS 
Betv/een groups 9 3.596^ 
Within groups 29 1.633 
Appendix 5.31• Analysis of variance - gross body weight of 
polecat by months. 
Item df MS 
Between groups- ' 5 241.2 ^ 
Within groups 21 47.38 
Appendix 8.O3. Analysis of variance - mean baculum weight of 
polecat by months (August-January). 
Item df MS 
Puegression 1 6.740 ^ 
Residual 46 0.0302 
Appendix 8 .01. Regression analysis - weight against length of 
polecat baculum. 
Item df MS 
Regression 1 4.515 ^ 
Residual 24 0.038 
Appendix 8.02. Regression analysis - weight against length of 
f e r r e t baculum. 
Item df MS 
Joint regression 1 11.212 ^ 
Heterogeneity of 
individual 
regressions 
1 0.043' 
Joint residual 70 0.129 
Appendix 8.O4. Joint regression analysis 
of polecat and f e r r e t bacula. 
- weight.against length 
Appendix 9-01« Calculation of l i f e expectancy 
Caughley's formula f o r l i f e expectancy f o r a stationary population 
immediately af t e r a r e s t r i c t e d -breeding season i s given as:-
(2n - j ) 
2j: 
L.E. i n years 
j = 0 - 1 year old animals 
n = t o t a l sample size 
In the present study the juvenile/adult status of 32 polecats was 
determined from July-January inclusive and 27 were' found to be 
juveniles. Thus:-
n = 32 - ^ • 
J = 27 
L.E. = (2 X 32 - 27) o 37 = 0.68 years 
2 X 27 54 
This i s equivalent to 8.1 months. ' 
- Collection skins 
Frontal Patches 
Band + only 
Observations 
Frontal 
Band + 
Patches 
only 
TOTAL 
Frontal Patches 
Band + only 
JMiUARY 
FEBRUARY 
imcE 
APRIL 
MAY' 
JUlJE 
JULY • • 
AUGUST 
SEPTEJ;IBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVEfflER 
DECEMBER' 
9 
2 
6 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
5 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
3' 
2 
5 
1 
10 
2 
7 
3 
3 
1 
1 
6 
3 
1 
5 
5 
7 
8 
3 
TABLE 5.11 ^ 
Occurrence of f r o n t a l band and cheek patches by months f o r 
col l e c t i o n skins and additional observations (Total of 65 
animals) 
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Condylo-basal' 
leng-fch (m.m.) 
Zygomatic 
breadth (m.m.) 
Female Male Female Male 
No. Mean No. Mean No. 
1 
Mean No. Mean 
Caechoslovakia 40 59.2 55 67.2 40 34-1 55 41.3 
B r i t a i n 7 60.4 31 67.0 7 34.8 31 41.5 
Head and body length 
(cm.) Tail'length (cm.) 
Female Male Female Male 
No. Mean No. Mean No. Mean No. Mean 
Czechoslovakia' 
B r i t a i n 
44 
12 
35.8 
33.5 
50 
45 
41.7 
38.0 
44 
12 
13.2 
12.5 
50 
45 
15.4 
14.0 
1 Hind foot length (cm.) 
Female Male 
No. Mean No. Mean 
Czechoslovakia 44 4.9 50 • 6.2 
B r i t a i n ' 11 5.4 48 • 5.7 
Table 5-22 Comparison of some dimensions of polecats from 
Czechoslovakia and polecats from B r i t a i n (Czech data from ' 
Kratochvil 1952; corrected to f i r s t decimal place). 
MONTH NO. MEAN (G.) S.E. 
AUGUST 3 613 105-
SEPTEICBER 4 677 60 
OCTOBER 4 1014 36 
NOVEiffiER 6 993 65 
•DTi^ OMfRT^ lR • 3 1066 49 
JANUARY 8 994 48 
FEBRUARY 2 1161 73 
MARCH 5 1232 25 
APRIL 4 1114 91 
MAY 3 958 67 
JUNE 2 906- 118 
JULY 2 1046 67 
Table 5.31. Monthly variation i n gross body weight' i n the male 
polecat, (means-and S.E's). 
Table 5.41 Cranial dimensions of the polecat and 
f e r r e t and a comparison of mean values. Significance 
l e v e l i s 2^ at l e a s t , except where indicated 
1. Prosthion - most posterior part of o c c i p i t a l condyles. 
3. Maximum hizygomatic breadth 
• 4 . Distance betv/een most l a t e r a l points on o c c i p i t a l c r e s t s 
5 . Hinim-uTii f r o n t a l breadth 
6 . Basion - ini o n 
7. Height of slcull staphylion - ant. bifuxc. temporal c r e s t 
8. Basion-opisthion 
5. Breadth of foramen magnum 
10. Kaximuia length of bullae 
11. Ife-cimum breadth of bullae 
12. Minim.um distance between bullae 
13. Sndobasion - staphylion 
14. Orale - staphylion 
15' Qrale - posterior palatine foramen 
16. External breadth of palate at PM3-
17- External breadth of palate at canines 
18. Iviinimum distance between orbits 
19- Maximum breadth of piriform aperture' 
20. Prosthion - rhinion 
21. Breadth of orbit 
22. Height of orb i t 
23. Iviinimum distance, o r b i t a l - alveolar margin ' 
25. Vert, distance, coronion - i n f e r i o r border of ramus 
26. Maximum breadth of mandibular condyle 
27. Maximum distance l a t e r a l borders of mandibular condyles -1 
28. Volwne 01 braincase 
Polecat Ferret 
Adult male Adult male 
No.. j Mean (mm.) S.S. No. • Mean (ram.) j S.S. 
1. 31 • 67.0 0.5 19 66.3 0.7 
3. 25 • 41.4 0.4 •. 19 39 .8 0.5 
•4. 31 36.4 0.3 19 36 .8 0.5 
5. 31 16.5 , 0.1 19 14.6 0.2 
6. 31 18.8 0.2 19 18.5 0.3 1 
7. 31 21.5 0.2 19 20.9 0.3 
8. 31 9.1 • 0.1 . 18' 9.3 0.1 
9. 31 10.7 0.1 19 10.4 0.1 
10. 30 17.2 0.1 18 18.1 0.3 
11. ' 30 10.8 0.1 19 11.0 0.1 
12. 31 7.6 0:1 - 19 6.8 0.1 
13- 31 31.2 0.3 .19 31.0 0.3 
14.' 31 30 .8 0.3 . 19 30.4 0.4 
1.5- 31 13.2 • 0.2 19 12.6 0.1 
16. - 28 23.3 -0.2 19 22.5 0.3 H 
17. 31 16.9 0.2 19 16.5 0.2 
18. ' 31 18.2 0,2 19 17.4 0.3 i Kj£ 
19- 30 7.7 0.1 19 7.5 0.1 I 
20. 31 11.8 0.1 19 11.7 0.2 j 
21. 29 9 .8 , 0.1 19 .'9.8 0.1 i 
22. 30 9 .8 o.i' 19 9.6 0.1 
23. 30 8.3 0.1 19 8.4 0.2 
25. 30 19.9 0.2 19 19.3 0.6 
26. 31 11.8 0.1 19 11.4 0.2 
27. 30 37-4 0.3 / J 19 36.0 0.4 
28. 26 9.7ml. 0.1 IS 7.7ml. 0.1 { 
i 
Only those differences are indicated which were also found i n 
female s k u l l s . 
Table 5.41A - comparison of adult males. 
Polecat 
Adult female 
No. 1 Mean (mm.) j S.S. 
1. 7 
1 
60.4 
— f 
0.5 
3. . . 7 34.8 0.3 
4. 7 31 .8 0.2 
5. 7 15.8 0 .1 
6. 7 i 16.4 
• 
0 .1 
7. 7 1 19.1 0.2 
, 8. 7 9.0 0.2 
9. 7- • • 10.2 0.2 
10. 16.0 0.3 
11. 
1 
7 9.4 ; 0.2 
12. 7 6.9 0 .1 
•13. 7 28.3 0.4 
14- .7 27.3 0.4 
15. 7 11.6 0.2 
16. 7 . 20.7 0 .1 
17. • 7 14.2 0 .1 
18. ! 7 • 15.7 0.2 
19- 6 6.6 0.1 
20. , 7 10.1 0.2 
21. 7 8.9 0.1 
22. 7 • 
• 
8.9. 0.1 
23. .7 1 6.9 0 .1 
25. 7 16.8 0.2 
26. 7 9.8 0.2 
27. 7 1 32.7 0.2 
28. 7.9ml. 1 0.2 
¥.0. 
Ferret 
Adult female 
Mean (mm.) 
6.2ml-. 
5£3£H 
j G u t 
Only those differences are indicated which v.^ ere also found i n male 
sicolls. Item 15 s i g n i f i c a n t at ^  l e v e l only.' 
Table 5.41B comparison of adult females. 
Polecat Polecat 
Adult male Juvenile male 
.1 No. 1 ' Mean (mm.) -t .. . S.E. No. [ Mean (mm.) •j S.E. 
1. 31 67.0 0.5 6 67.0 1.0 
"3. 25 41.4 0.4 6 39.7 0.9 
4- 31 36.4 0.3 6 36.1 0.8 
5. 31 16.5 0 .1 6 •17.4 0.2 
6. 31 18.8 0.2 6 18.0 • 0.4 
7. 31 21.5 0.2 6 21.2 0.4 
8. 31 9.1 0 .1 6 9.5 • 0.1 
9. 31 10.7 0 .1 6 10.5 0.1 
10. 30 17.2 0.1 6 17.5 0.4 
11. 30 10.8 0 .1 /-0 10.7 0.2 
12. 31. . 7.6 • •- . o . v 6 7 . 8 0.1 
13. 31 31.2 . 0.3 6 " 30.9 0.5 
14. ' 31 30 .8 O..3 6 30.7 0.5 
15- 31 • 13 .2 ' 0.2 - 6 ..13.4 0.4 
16. 28 23.3 0.2 6 •23.5 0.5 
17. 31 16.9 0.2 - 6 16.6 0.4 
18. • 3T • -18.2 - 0.2 6 17.6 0.4 
19. 30 •7.7 0 .1 6 7.6 • 0.2 
20. 31 11.8 • 0.1 6 11.6 0.2 
21. 29 . 9 .8 0.1 6 9 .8 0.2 
22. 30 9 .8 0 . 1 . 6 9 .8 • 0.2 
23- 30 8.3 0.1 6 8.0 ' 0.2 
25. 30 19.9 0.2 6 19 .8 • 0.5 
26. 31 11.8 0.1 6 11.5 0.3 
27. 30 37.4 0.3 5 37.0" 0 . 8 
28. 26 9.7ml. 0.1 6 10.4ml. 0.1 
Table 5.41C. -Comparison 01 adult and juvenile polecats (males only) 
Items 3 and 28 s i g n i f i c a n t at f/o l e v e l only. 
Ferret Ferret : 
Adult male Juvenile .male 
No. Mean (mm.) S.E. No. Mean (i:ir.i.) S.E. 
1. 19 . 66.3 0.7 5 64.7 0.4 
3. 19' 39.8 0.5 5 38.7 • 0.5 
4. 19 36.8 0.5 5 -• 35.7 0.8 
5. 19 14.6 0.2 5 16.2 0.2 
6. 19 18.5 0.3 5 17.8 0.4 
7. 19 20.9 0.3 5 20.2 0.1 
8. 18 . 9.3 • 0.1 5 9.1 0.1 
9. 19 10.4 • 0.1 5 10.2 0.3 10. 18 18.1 0.3 5 17.8 0.4 
11., 1.9 • 11.0 ' 0.1 5 10.8 0.3 12. 19 6.8 • 0.1 ' 5 6.9 0.2 
13.. 19 31.0 0.3 5 • 30.2 0.4 
14. • 19 • 30.4 0.4 5 29.7 0.1 
15. 19 12.6 0.1 5 12.2 0.2 
16. 19 '22.5 .• 0.3 5. 23.3 0.6 
17. ' 19 • 16.5 0.2 5 15.8 0.2 
18. 19 17.4 0-.3 5 16.4 . 0.3 
19. 19 7.5 0.1 5 7.7 0^1-
20.- 1:9 11.7 0.2 5 • 11.7 0.2 
21. 19 9.8 0.1 5 9.8' 0.2 • 
22. 19 , 9.6 0.1 5 9.6 0.2 
'23. 19 8.4 0.2 5 8.2 j> 0.1 
25. 19 19.3 0.6 5 19.2 0.4 
26. 19 11.4 0.2 5 10.9 0.2 
27. 19 36.0 0.4 • 5 36.6 0.4 
28. - 18 7.7ml. 0.1 5 9.2ml. 0.2 
:-5S£ 
Table 5 . 4 I D . . Comparison of adult and juvenile male f e r r e t s . 
Only those differences axe indicated wMch were also.found i n 
the female s k u l l s . 
1. 
3. 
4. 
5-
6. 
• 7. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14-
15-
.16. 
17. 
IS. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
,10 
10.-. 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 . 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
9 
.10 
Ferret 
Adult female 
Mean (um.) S.S. 
58.9 
33.8 
31.6 
13-5 
15.5 
18.0 
8.4 
9.9 
16.0 
9.1 • 
6.0 
27.8 
26.8 
11.1 
20.3 
13.6 
14.5 
6.7 
10.3 
9.2 
8.9 
6.5 
16.4 . 
9.3 
31.4 • 
6.2nil. 
0.9 
0.3 
0.4 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.3 
0.2 
0 . 1 , 
0.5 
0.3 
0.1 
0.3 
0.2 
.0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
0.5 
0.2 
Ferret 
Juvenile feraale 
No. r Mean (mm.) S.E. 
6 
6 
6 
6 
>• 
D 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
.6 
o 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
59.5 
• 34.9 
31.9 
14.7 
16.0 
18.6 
8.2 
9.4 
16.7 
9.9 
6.1 
28.0 • 
27.2 
11.3 
. 20.6 
13.7 
14-6 
6.8 
10.5 
9.3 
8.7 
7-1 
17-0 . 
9.4 
32.6 
7.501. 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
.0 .1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
0.4 
0..1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.4 
0.2 
Table 5.415^ . Comparison of adult aad juvenile female f e r r e t s . 
Only those differences are indicated which were also found i n 
male s k u l l s . 
AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVEMER 
DECEMBER 
JAMJARY 
FEBRUARY 
i'L4RCH 
AERIL 
MAY 
JUNE 
JULY 
JUVExNILE 
Wo. Mean (g.) 
4 0.14 
0.17 
S.E. 
0.01 
0.03 
. 6 0.26 0.04 
0.16 
0.33 
0.01 
0.10 
DISTIUCTION 
EADE 
DURING 
TEES 
PERIOD 
No. 
ADULT 
Mean 
(g.) S.E. 
0.64 
0.68 
0.18 
0.33 I 
0.35 0.02 
0.63 
1.61 
2.04 
2.02 
2.00 
'1.67 
0.65 
0.05 
0.37 
0.31 
0.19 
0.13 
0.11 
0.06 
Table 6.01. Monthly vari a t i o n i n the mean weight of the 
• polecat t e s t i s (means and S.E's). On Fig.6.01. 
the values f o r adults from August-December have 
been transposed to follow that for July. 
Month 
JTJTEi^riLE 1 
j • ADULT 
Mean tubule • 
diameter(/<) 
Mean tubule 
diameter(/^) 
August 51.5 
September 44-7 102.5 
October 
• 
54-7)-'7 . 80.6r7.o 101.5 
I'loveraber 53.6 90.5 
December 97.6 
Jariuary 113 
February 149 
March 152 . 
A p r i l 197 
May 167 
June 
July . 83 . 5 
Table 6.02 
Monthly v a r i a t i o n i n mean t e s t i s tubule-diameter i n the 
polecat. (Sach value i s the mean of 50 measurements on 
one t e s t i s except where indicated.) The adult values 
f o r September-November have been transposed on Fig. 6.02 
to follow the valiie f o r July. 
Date 
Uterus 
Length 
(MM) 
Uterus 
Diameter 
( M) 
Vulva 
Diameter 
(MM) 
status 
12th September 38 1 4 Juvenile 
12th November 40- 1 - Juvenile 
l 8 t h November 29 3 2 Juvenile 
23th July 34- 3.5 . 9 Adult Post-
partum 
7th Iferch 42 2 7 - Adult Pre-
Breeding 
14th, November 33 1 - Juvenile 
TABLE 7 .01. . Some measurements of the reproductive tract i n female 
polecats. 
Date 
_ 
Status 
Total 
Nipples 
Pound 
Nipples recently 
i n use 
. I8th November Juvenile 8 0 
28th July Adult 8 6 
8th September Adult 7 
22nd September Adult 8 6 
4th January Adult 9 9 
20th July Adult 9 9 
TABLE 7.02. Comparison of nipple numbers i n female polecats. 
JUVENILES ADULTS 
. No. Mean (MG.) S.E. WTS. OF SINGLE BACUU (MG.) 
AUGUST 4 95 13.6 575 
SEPTEI£BER 4 136 45.8 -
• OCTOBER 7 152 22 478 
NOVEIfflER 3 159 27 389 • 558 
DECEMBER i 3 205 33 -
JANUARY 6 290 36. 512 
ALL ADULTS c 
FEBRUARY 2 370 59 
MARCH • 5 ' 348 10 
APRIL' 4 . 481 12 
- • ' 
MY 3 412 56 
JUNE 3 386 14 • 
JULY 2 382 16 
Table 8.O3. Monthly va r i a t i o n i n the mean weight of the polecat baculum 
(means and S.E's and additional single adult weights). The mean values 
f o r the period only from August-January were used f o r the analysis of 
variance, Appendix 8.O3. 
MONTH 1959-62 1965-66 TOTAL 1959-66 
January 10 10 20 
February 0 8 8 
March 21 16 37 
A p r i l 15 8 23 
May 6 7 13 
June 18 6 24 
July 17 12 29 
August 10 37 47 
September 21 43 . 6 4 
October 31 27 58 
November 14 19 33 
December B 10 18 
Table 9.01 , 
Variation i n the number of polecats recorded f o r each month 
1959-66. (excluding a l l records f o r which month .was not known). 
Cause of 
death Number 
1959-62 
i of 
deaths Number 
1963-67 
I0 of 
deaths 
Road T r a f f i c 61 30.5 ^ 117 57.0 
87 ) 87.8 
Traps 113 56.5 ) 63 30.8 ) 
Dogs 11 5.5 7 3.4 
Shooting 9 4.5 7 3.4 
Snares 1 0.5 3 1.4 
Pound Dead 5 2.5 8 3.9 
Total 
Recorded 
Deaths 
200 205 
Table 9.02 ' i 
Causes of death of polecats k i l l e d i n the two periods 
1959-62 and 1963-67. Forestry Commission records are 
included i n the f i r s t period but not the second. 
Serial Month 
Ixodes hexagonus Ixodes canisuga 
No. Adult$5 5 Nymphs Larvae Adult52 Nymphs Larvae 
151 Jan .• 
Feb . 
11 2. 
75 Max. •4 12 1 
79 Mao:. 2 5 • 3 
78 Mar. 2 6 6 
86 Apr. 1 
170 Apr. 3 
88 , May 
Jun. 
3 • 2 
94 . J u l . 1 1 
179 
103 
J u l . 
Aug. 
2 65 
r 
1 
1 
85 
1 5 
43 Sep. 12 ,7 
54 Oct. 7 2 1 : 
• 55 Oct. 1 11 
31 Nov. 1 3 . 1 
64 Dec. 4 53 
65 Dec. 12 
Table 11.21. 
Monthly v a r i a t i o n i n the numbers of I . hexa^nus and I . canisuga, 
occurring on the polecat. 
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